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Number 39

MT ASKS RK FOR $60,000 HOSPITAL LOAN

Cross Drive
Be Extended
End Of March

OAK RIDGE BECOMES OPEN CITY

Percent Of Geed
•ched Wednesday
rning, Chairman
egory Says

Bids Are Asked
For Improvement
Of County Roads

Dog Cures Asituno

Resigns As Head
Of AAA Committee

Shady Grove And Fryer
Routes To Be Contracted
For; Other Work
In Crittenden

• Red Cross campaign in
ell county will be extended
gh the end of March so that
era will have an opportunity
t all the contributions possiR. S. Gregory, campaign
man, said.
nesday morning 44 perof the $4,000 goal had been
ted, Mr. Gregory said. This
ut $1,800.
•ths will be set up in the
Saturday where those who
not been contacted may
donations, the chairman
• ued.
me of our workers have
exceptionally well in the
aign and we hope that othill be able to report better
'butions next week," Mr.
ory said.
is anybody's guess," he addas to why the campaign is
g so in this county. Nationadquarters reports more ortions have reached their
by this time than have in
ous years.
again appeal to the people
ldwell county to contribute
usly, to the work of this
organization."

W.6. Shoulders
III Health Given As
Reason; W. S. Traylor
New Chairman; E. W.
Lamb, Committeeman

County,City. Will
Guarantee Debt
If Application Is Approved At Washington, Construction To Begin May 1, Simmons Says; Materials
For Sewer And Water Lines Are Received

Bids for improvement of seven
W. G. Shoulders, chairman of
highway projects in Caldwell and
Application is being filed this week by the Fiscal Court,
the Caldwell County Agricultural,
Crittenden counties are asked in
for
an emergency loan in the sum of $60,000 from the Recon
Conservation Association since
an advertisement to contractors
struction Finance Corporation, to provide additional
money
last
Novemb
er,
resigned
last week needed for building the Caldwell
appearing in this issue of Ilbe
County War Memorial Hosbecause
ill
of
health.
jital,
Thos.
He
J.
was
Simmon
sucs,
Leader. Bids will be opened in
chairman, said Wednesday.
ceeded by Willis S. Traylor, vicethe office of the State Highway
The $60,000 to be sought is bechairman.
lieved to be the maximum sum
Department, Frankfort, at 10
Hen's
Egg
Weighs
Mr. Shoulders, who has partio'clock Friday morning, April 8.
which may be needed and, in
More Than 4 Ounces
cipated in county AAA programs
event
Projects on which bids are
the loan is approved, only
An egg large as a turkey
since they were established, sufthe actual amount needed will be
sought include:
egg was laid by a Rhode Isfered a stroke a few weeks ago.
borrowed, Mr. Simmons said.
land Red hen belonging to Joe
The Princeton-S hady Grove
He is much better, but considers
From current esimates approxiStorm, 5-year-old son of
Road, from Ky. 91 approximateit best to give up'some of his
mately $50,000 is needed.
Claude Storm, Pleasant
ly 3 miles NW of Princeton to
Jo Barbee Travis
activities, at least for a time, the
The Fiscal Court, for the counGrove community. The egg,
WCL
Farmers
ville, 4.4 miles. C-1
Smoke •Blows from magnesium, set off by an Wink
Foux-ye
ar-old
son
of
Mr.
and
AAA office reported. Mr. Shouldimpulse
ty, and the City Council, for the
brought to The Leader ofice
15 miles away cutting ribbon of Eiza gate to let public into atomic mix, 2820 tons.
Mrs. Oiman Travis, suffered since
city, have made tentative agreeby Joe's grandfather, Charlie
ers is a past president of the
Princeton-Fryer Road, from baby-hood with
city of Oak Ridge, Tenn. (March 19) It took a milliont
asthma and at
h of a NCL Princeton to
ments to guarantee payment of
Witherspoon, 107 Baldwin
Schoolhouse at times, could barely get his breath Caldwell County Farm Bureau.
second for the impulse to travel over a telephone wire from
the
the loan, until additional bonds
street, weighed four and a
Everett B. Creasey, committee
Fryer, 10.998 miles. C-1 mix, Somebody told
atomic pile, and then go off with a soud like an air rifle. (AP Wirehis parents that if member
can be voted upon by the people
half ounces. It measured
, became vice-chairman
5800 tons.
they would buy him a Mexican
of the community, Mr. Simmons
and E. W. Lamb, first alternate,
eight and a quarter inches
Princeton-Fryer Road from US Chihuahua dog, the asthma
would automatically became
said.
astound the oval and six and
62 in Princeton to NCL Princeton be cured.
third memGrand-father Kelsey
The hospital building commitber of the committee.
three-quarters inches around
0.401 miles. C-1 mix, 210 tons.
Cumirilna finally found such a
tee has received assurances from
Mr. Taylor, who has served on
the girth.
Mexico-Dycusburg Road from puppyiover in Illinois,
purchased the AAA
the Louisville office of the Recommittee the last 2 1
Ky. 91 to SW edge of Frances, it for To
f construc
. and the asthma, action Finance Corporation
4.452 miles. C-1 mix, 2360 tons.
cording to Kelsie, is entirely gone. years, has been a community
that such a loan is in order, procommitteeman and has served in
Marion-Elizabethtown Ferry
viding required guarantees of
other official capacities since
Road from US 60 to N edge of
repayment are made locally. The
1937.
Sheridan, 4.2 miles. C-1 Patching
formal application for the loan
Purpose of the committee is to
1050 tons, A-2 seal, 550 tons.
went forward to Washington
aid in co-operation between the
Marion - Cave-in -Rock Road
The county property valuation, make the transfer of assessments from TitCL Marion
Tuesday. It was necessary, in apFarmers May Enter
association and the Secretary of
and extending
pealing to the RFC, to show that
Agriculture, and other agencies of
as it will be finally determined from the county list to the city north 1.255 miles. A-2 seal, 165
One Or Both Divisions, the
Succeeds Gordon Glenn the Department of Agriculture, in
necessary money could not
under the most recent assessment, list, Mayor W. L. Cash said Tues- tons.
Says
be obtained on loan within the
Marion - Cave-in-Rock Road
Who Becomes Trustee; carrying out regulations and offi- Mabry
was adopted for city taxation day.
The Corn Derby for highest community.
cial instructions
Businessmen, commenting up- from. 1.255 miles N of Marion to
To Take Office In April tural Act of 1938.of the Agricul- yields will be conducted again All materials for sewer and
purposes by the City Council at on this step,
were almost unani- Ohio River at Cave-in-Rock,
HoWard McGough was elected
Monday night's meeting.
Some committee duties are de- this year in Caldwell county, R. water lines to the hospital site
mous in the opinion that it was 9.652 miles, C-1 mix, 6370 tons,
e Show, Tunnel Of
Exalted Ruler of the Elks Lodge termination of farm acreage al- A. Mabry, county agent, announc- have been received and Harold
The City assessment will cover logical and, many believe, neces- A-2 seal 1020 tons.
all property within the corporate sary, as Princeton is growing,
McConnell, manager of the city's
Further information will be to sucseed Gordon Glenn at a lotments, establishment of goals, ed Friday.
o Be Featured
Farmers may enter either the waterworks, has promised
limits of the town and W. E. needs to expand sewers,
furnish
ed contractors norm all'- meetiV Thursday night in the supervision and direction of actito bestreet*,
pril 1 Event
Jones, former county treasurer, waterworks and other facilities, plication at the Highwa
vities of community committees 1-Acre and the 5-Acre division, or gin laying these lines about April
y Depart- lodge room.
anneal, complete with side postmaster, and, more recently all
and recommendations to the Sec- both, but in the latter case six 1, Mr. Simmons said.
,
requiring additional revenue. ment's Frankfort office.
, fortune telling, horror assistant to the clerk of the KenOthers elected were Cooper retary of Agriculture
If the RFC grants the loan askReg Hobby was elected a memof needed acres of corn must be grown, Mr.
, tunnel of love, and fish tucky Court of Appeals, was
Crider, esteemed leading knight; changes or additions to programs. Mabry said. The single acre entry ed, construction of the new hosber of the fire department, bring- Called To Bowling Green
will be sponsored Friday elected city assessor. He will ing the number
Mrs. Lillian Pruett is chief clerk cannot be used as one of the pital can be started about May 1,
of firemen to 10.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gaddie were J. W. Quinn, esteemed 1,,sf4
April I, by the Senior class
the building committee believes,
called to Bowling Green this knight; Fred R. Jake, estes....a and secretary of the AAA office, five acres, he explained.
r; Mrs. Mary Lee
utler High School. The
No limitation is placed on meth- also provided the State and
Barley is treasurweek by the serious illness of the lecturing knight;
FedHillery Barnett, er, and Miss Nancy
al will be in the gymnasFormer Fredonian
McGuirk is od of cultivation or amount of eral authorities approve the low
former's brother.
starting at 7 o'clock.
secretary; R. U. Kevil, treasurer, clerk.
fertilizer used, the county agent bids, accepted last week
by the
Claims Kite Record
and J. D. Lester, tyler.
mittees, the first named
said. Farmers are expected to Fiscal Court.
Louisvi
lle—AP—
H.trian
C.
Other
being chairman, are:
officers will be appointed
use methods which to them seem
Miles, Louisville, claimed he
by Mr. McGough at the next
y, Billy Mitchell, Jimmie
to promise the most bushels of
Region
Contes
al
t
To
meeting, April 7, when he will
, Donald Clark, James
corn an acre.
has flown a kite longer than
take Mike.
Wood, Douglas Skinner and
Be Held This Week
"Those who plan to win prizes
the Columbus, Ohio, houseMr. Glenn succeeds Clyde Keras P'Pool; bingo, Delores
should try to have 14,000 or more
At
Murra
Colleg
y
wife
e
who
boasts
the
world's
11, Mary Glass and W. R.
stalks of corn to the acre," Mr.
Caldwell Physicians Have cheval as trustee. Besides Mr.
Butler High School pupils will
record.
Glenn, trustees are George Steph- House And Contents
ge; drinks, Gene Croft, Ed- particip
Mabry advised. "Last year's high
Taken
ate in the Regional Speech
No
Action On
ens and Merle Brown.
The Ohio woman, Mrs.
Glass and Kenneth Hall.
Miss Wadlington
yields came from acres containA
Compl
ete
Loss,
Plan, Dr. Barnes Says
Doria Acosta, said she had a
Following the election a buffet
e, Joyce Dearing; side show, Festival Friday and Saturday.
ing from 15,000 to 16,000 stalks."
Presents Program
Chief Kercheval Says
kite in the air 231
Whether Caldwell county phy- dinner was served for Elks and
Hogan, Rosetta Cummins, March 25 and 26, at Murray State
/
2 hours last
Prizes similar to those given
The house occupied by Mr. and last year will be awarded
week. Miles said that in 1912,
Young, Harold Price, Ruby College.
sicians will agree to work with their ladies. About 150 were
at the Tuesday Night
Mrs. W. C. Braden, 413 N. Jeffer- end of the year, Mr. Mabry
when he was a 17-year-old
Mrs. Harold Rowland was electohnson and Ann Humphries;
the Kentucky physicians' service present, Mr. Barnett said.
Taking part will be Eleanor
said.
farm boy in Fredonia, Ky., he
Mr. McGough has been named son street, was completely des- Entries in the county contest will ed president of Kentucky Alpha
ising, Lillian Rae Barnes Ann Jones. oratorical declamaplan of health insurance hies not
had a kite up 56 hours.
Verne Boitnott; fortune tion; David Alexander, discussion
been determined, Dr. Kenneth L delegate to the Grand Convention troyed by fire about 1 o'clock automatically be placed in State Tau chapter, Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority, at a meeting Tuesday
He said the kite, made of
g, Patty Martin, Marjorie and extemporaneous speaking;
Barnes, member of the commit- July 10, in Cleveland, O. Thomas Thursday morning, March 17. The competition, he added.
night at the home of Mrs. Alvin
sticks and newspapers, was
ders and Wanda Rose Wood; Jack Kercheval, expository prose;
tee which met in Louisville last Lacy is alternate Delegate to the building was owned by Mrs. BerState convention May 27 and 28 tha Moore.
tied to a post most of that
Lisanby, director, Eddyville road.
Margaret Grisham; music, Dorla Stallins, dramatic reading;
weekend, said Wednesday.
Young
Methodists Go
Origin of the fire could not be
time.
Other officers chosen were Miss
ster and Nancy Cardin; Rosie Back, dramatic monologue;
At least 51 percent of the phy- at Paducah, is Lee Cardin. Merle
determined, Fire Chief Clyde To District Meeting
Wanda Wadlington, vice-presition, Wilma Williams, Jo Catherine Hopper, poetry readsicians in a county must agree to Brown is alternate.
Kercheval said, as the flames had
Young people of Ogden Memor- dent; Miss Maijorie Stembridge,
ing, Patty Oliver and Lillie ing, and Bobby McConnell, radio West
the plan before it becomes efKy. Angus Sale
gained too much headway before ial Methodist Church who attend- secretary, and Mrs. Glenn Bright,
Lax.
fective in the county, he said. A Attend State High
speaking.
they were discovered. Mr. and ed the District Youth meeting treasurer.
ror house, Donna Oiler,
poll has not been taken here.
In the junior high division Bet- Is Set For April 16
chool Tournament
Mrs. Braden were visiting In last weekend in Hopkinsville were
The West Kentucky Aberdeen
Miss Wadlington presented a
hy Yates, Marie Drennan, ty Ruth Travis will compete in inThe program sponsored by. the
Among those who attended the Providence when the fire occur- Connie Brasher, Della Rorer, Bar- program on "Love, the Highest
rd Brandon and Kenneth terpretative reading. and Marion -Angus Breeders Association has Kentucky State Medical
Asso- State High School
bara Nall, Charles Rorer, Chester Relation of Man to the Ideal, or
Basketball red.
; tunnel of love, Mattie Pet- Hina in poetry reading.
announced jt will hold its annual ciation, provides that physicians
Tournament last weekend in
House and contents were at to- Castleberry and Douglas Skinner. God." Present were Mesdames
rry Loftus and Joel Stallins;
Winners in the regional con- spring sale at Madisonville, Sat- will give medical care under a
Louisville were C. T. Pollard, C. tal loss, Chief Kercheval said. Mrs. Elizabeth Davis accompan- Sam Steger, Billy McElroy
ond, Della Rorer, Edward test will be eligible to compete in urday, April 16. Sixty-eight fe- health insurance plan. Rates
, Fredand A. Horn, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Both Mrs Moore and Mr. Braden ied the group.
die McConnell, Rowland, Bright
Nigel Ladd, Bobby Crowe, the State-wide festival. Other males and seven bulls
contract
s
to
be
offered
to
the pub- Hackett and children
have been
had
partial
insurance, he said.
, John Morand Lisanby and Misses Margaret
Dunbar and Josie Babb.
lic will be set soon, Raymond F.
schools participating in the reg- inspected by the inspection
gan, Grayson Harrelson and Merle
comAnn Cartwright, Elizabeth Sholar,
Dixon, assistant secretary of the
Superi
ional are Benton, Fulgham, Heath,
ntende
nt
Clift
Drain,
all of Princeton; Goodwin
mittee and most of them are ex- program
Stembridge and Wadlington.
Suffer Cuts and Bruises
, said.
Lone Oak, Lynn Grove, Murray
nis Club Meets At
Released From Hospital
Thompson, Georgetown, and Mr.
Before the plan goes into efHigh, Murray Training, Tilgh- pected to be listed in the sale cataIn
Auto Accident
Clifton Clift, county school supand Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr.,
r School Tonight
man of Paducah and Hopkins- logue. George Kurtz, Sturgis, is fect the association must post a Owensbo
Mr. and Mrs. Lowery Caldwell erintendent, was released from Use Of Fertilizer Up
ro.
is week's electing of the
sales manager.
$10,000 bond with the State inville.
suffered cuts and bruises when the Murphysboro, Ill., hospital Sharply Since War
us Club is scheduled tonight
surance division's custodian of
their car recently struck ice on Sunday and will return to Princesa o'clock at Butler High
Wahington—The Department of
Emory
securiti
Will
es
Award
Called
To Arlington
the road near Paris, Tenn., and ton next weekend. He plans to be Agriculture reveals figures
.1, with the home economics Harry Lintz Discusses
on
There is no compulsion about Degree To
went over an embankment. Their in fps office Monday, he notified the wartime and postwar
Barkley
By Death In Family
..gain serving dinner. Presi- National Affairs
spurt in
buying the insurance policies, Dr.
Atlanta
---Vice
daughte
secretar
his
Preside
r,
y,
Beverly
Miss
nt
Atha
Alben
,
was not hurt.
Stallings. the use of fertilizers on AmeriMr. and Mrs. John Couch are Barnes said. There
Howard McConnell asks for
Harry Lintz, national adviser to
are merely be- W. Barkley will be awarded
Mr. Clift was ill of virus pneu- can farms. In the 40
an
attendance.
years from
the United States Chamber of at home after being called to Ar- ing offered for the benefit of those honorary degree
monia.
June 4 by his "Are You
1900 to 1940, the annual fertilizer
Commerce, spoke on national af- lington last week by the death who wish to buy them, he added. alma
Agree
able?
"
mater,
Emory
University.
tonnage increased less than 5,oving At Home
fairs at Tuesday night's meeting of their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Dr. Goodrich C. White, Emory FBLA Members Asked
At Jennie Stuart
500,00 tons, or from 2,730,000 tons
• Charles Quertermous is of the Rotary club at Butler High Virgil L. Couch. They will re- Here Prom
St.
Louis
"Are
preside
You Agreeable?" was the
nt, termed Barkley the
Athen Gladdish, Route 2, to 8,163,000 tons. But
ving at her home, Fredonia, School. B. W. Fortenberry, Lex- turn to Arlington next week for
from 1940
Mrs.„ J. H. Williams, St. Louis, school's most
famous alumnus. quizz given members of the But- Princeton, is in the Jennie Stuart to 1947 the increase
undergoing a major opera. ington, was present. Boys and an extended stay.
jumped from
Mo., is the guest of her sister, The Vice
President was graduat- ler High School chapter, Future Hospital, Hopkinsville.
last week in the Princeton Girls week will be sponsored
8,163,000 tons to 16,839,000 tons.
Mrs. Sallie Powell Catlett, and ed in the
class of 1898, then stud- Business Leaders of America, at
tal.
brother, Mr. Luke Powell, Wash- ied law at the
April 30-May 7.
Mrs. Akridge Elected
University of Vir- Monday afternoon's meeting. Betington street.
ginia.
ty Jo Lester, vice-president, preFredonia PTA President
sided. At last week's meeting DeMrs. T. R. Akridge was chosen
lores T)arnell discussed an interpresident of the Fredonia Parentview with Mrs. Patricia Vinson.
Teachers Association at a meeting
secretary to the Lisanby and LisFriday afternoon in the hchool
anby law firm
auditorium She succeeds Mrs.
To The Democratic Voters Of
and 1 invite you to. inquire of
Floyd Jones. Mrs. Glen Rogers
'tars of Caldwell County:
Caldwell County:
your neighbors and if you find
myself, if nominated ard elected,
Improv
ing
After
succeed
Illness
s
Mrs.
Arlie
Vinson,
viceTo The Voters Of Caldwell needs and
r full consideration, I have to conduct its affairs to the best
me worthy, then may I ask your
the problems of the
Donna Sue Cummins, daugh- Ladies and Gentlemen:
president, and Mrs. J. J. Rogers
County:
people of the two counties which ter of Mr. and Mrs.
d to announce my candi- of my ability, and to devote my
The time has arrived when the support.
as elected secretary-treasury in
Malcolm
I shall endeavor between now
Desiring to serve the people of comprise this district, I feel I am Cummins, is improving after be- people of Caldwel
for Sheriff of Caldwel time an.] energy to the perform- lace of Mrs. Bil King.
l county will and the
l
qualified to serve them ing ill of bronchial pneumonia.
August primary to see
ance
duties.
these
of
this
Legislat
ive
District once
Y. subject to the action of
again elect county officers for the each
of you, but should I fail, I
It is my desire to see, person- Youngs Purchase
more as their representative in the well. You know me and my
next
4
Barber
years.
mocratic Primary, Satur- ally, every
use this method to ask your vote
record and, If you think well of Ill Of Strep
voter in the county, Home On Seminary
Throat
For several years I have had and influence,
Street
Kentucky General Assembly, I am my past perform
Mist 6, 1049.
promising that if
ances, I will apbut to whatever extent I may not
Barbara Holloman, son of Mr. the ambition
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young respectfully submitt
a native and life long
to be Sheriff of our nominated that I will use
ing in this preciate your vote and influence and
every
able to do this, please take this have purchased the brick house
be
Mrs.
Nathani
el
Holloma
n,
county,
announcement my candidacy for In the coming
of this community. I have
having consulted num- honorable means to toe
election
announcement as my earnest soli- on the corner of N. Seminar
elected in
Fredonia, is ill of strep throat, the erous friends,
a farmer all my
y and the nomination for RepresentaI have become con- November.
If nominated and elected, 1 Fredonia correspondent
life and am citation of your vote and influ- W Market
streets from Dr. I. Z. tive of.the Caldwell-Trigg
reports. vinced that I can win this office.
acquainted with interests ence.
county pledge my best efforts at all times
I have only the highest regard
Barber, it was reported Tuesday. district, subject to
Therefore I am hereby making for any honorable
roblerris of the farmers Dethe
action
of
for
the continued advancement Goes To
opponent and
Assuring you that any favor The Barbers plan to move into
Hospital
announcement of my candidacy. shall so treat
a the voters in the Democratic Pri- and prosperi
ntinar with'the duties of
each one In the
ty of all the people
the shown in my candidacy will be house they own, now occupie
C. A. Pepper left Wednesday
d by mary, Saturday August 6, 1949
to which I aspire, and
I
believe
I
am
sufficie
ntly well campaign. Again arking your vote
of this diatrict
real. greatly appreciated,
to enter Vanderbilt Hospital, at known
Mrs. D. 13. Osborne, on the opits resporrib
I have had experience lu the
by the voter* of Caldwell and influence, I am,
ilities, I pledge
Respectfully submitted,
HYLAND MITCHELL. posite corner.
Nashville, for observation and county,
Legislature and, knowing the
that
you may find out my
Very truly yours.
WILLJAM L JONES. treatment.
record without too much trouble
GLOVKR J LEWIS

City Council Adopts
County Tax Valuation
Jones Named Assessor

Corn Derby To Be
Conducted Again

McGough Elected
Elks lodge Ruler

tor Class To
nsor Carnival

Butler Pupils To
Enter Speech MO

Health Insurance
Will Be Offered

Ian Mitchell Seeking
unty Sheriff's Office )
ci

Wm. L. Jones Announces
For Representative

RIO
,*

4

House Destroyed
By Night Blaze

Sorority Elects
Mrs. H. Rowland

over J. Lewis Seeks
,
i s Nomination

1
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Nobody Won By The Fillibuster
Whatever may be our political predilections, all of us who try to be fair-minded
(and of course all readers of these columns do) will have realized by now that
the Republicans in Congress muffed another excellent opportunity to improve
their standing with the people and, of
course, went back on a.campaign promise,
by lending themselves to prolongation of
the Senate fillibuster.
Everybody lost by this stalling. The
Southern Democrats because of the law of
diminishing returns set in on them before
compromise stopped the debacle anl the
tactic didn't win any love for them
throughout the other sections of the country.
The Truman Democrats and or the Fair
Dealers lost because every hour of the
delay served to expose and deepen the division within their party's ranks and
lessened their ability to make good on
campaign pledges.

The Republicans lost by the fillibuster,
which their votes permitted to continue
over-long, because a great many citizens
learned by that performance that the
GOP is still narrow-minded, as of yore,
and that many of its representatives in
the Senate cquld not resist the temptation to embarrass and hamper their Democratic opponents, even tho their party
had promised in the 1948 campaign, to put
an end to fillibusters.
The temporary victory in the filibuster
battle which the Southern Democrats
seem to have won may mean they will
loose their war. Of course we have a government by trial and error . . . and by
pressure groups, and are certain to pay
heavily for mistakes.
If the fillibuster is really ended, as
seems probable today, mayhap Congress
can go forward with some sorely needed
legislation, ere it it too late.

Take Your Family To Sunday School
Too many people send their children to
Sunday School. Don't send your children,
take them, then you will be there yourself.
You need the Sunday School and the
Sunday School needs you.
Nobody stays too young for Sunday
School very long and nobody ever geth
too old.
More than 13 centuries ago a great
Christian leader said the Bible is "a
stream where alike the elephant may
swim and the lamb may wade." And just
last year J. Edgar Hoover, director of
the F.B.I., writing on "Crime and the Sunday School," stated:
"It is quite impossible to believe that
progress along the road to righteous living may be accomplished without the
guidance of the Bible. It is the source of
spiritual food, the solution of life's problems, and the inspiration for Christian
living."
The modern Sunday School, with its
teacher training courses and graded lessons, has much to offer to students of all
ages from the Cradle Roll to the adult
classes. Perhaps there is no other activi-

ty in which we can engage where
the rewards are so great for so small an
investment, and so altogether desirable.
Bible study educates both the intellect
and the heart. Allusions to biblical characters, incidents, parables, and proverbs
are so common in literature that often
one cannot read a magazine article or
newspaper editorial intelligently without
biblical knowledge. Most men and women
who have not attended Sunday School
lack such knowledge. They are to be
pitied.
In the Scripture we learn both by precept and by historical confirmation that
"Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin
is a reproach to any people." Moreover,
the life of the community is enriched with
its social activities under religious auspices, and its opportunities for developing
leadership. And the Sunday School is
more than a place to receive benefits; for
those who are qualified, it is a rich opportunity for service. So, for what you can
get from it and for what you can give it—
take your family to Sunday school.
—Walter F. George, U. S. Senator from
Georgia.

Grandma Knew What Ailed Us
Ho hum! The yawns come often now in
the middle of the day and there are sly
glances out of office windows at the great
outdoors.
That lazy feeling is just the lethargy of
Spring fever enveloping those trying to
throw off the spell of Winter.
The feeling calls for the Spring tonic of
yesteryear...
Sassafras tea!
Mm-mm-m-mm! We can smell its aromatic fragrance now. Before long the sassafras roots will be on sale in Carmi
stores, little bundles of pink sticks. When
the icy fingers of Winter relax their grip
and the sun beams a promise of warmer
weather to come, the roots are dug before
• Scrubbed clean, they are brewed until
the tea bmomes-a beautiftif-thade of coral the tea becomes a beautiful sade of coral
or a darker color if brewed longer. With
sugar and cream it's delicious, and folk

still maintain that it's a Spring tonic needed to thin the blood from a Winter diet
of heavy foods.
Then, a little later the real Spring treat
comes. Oh, for the old days when Mother
served greens of poke and dock and lamb'a
quarter. No fooling with greenery from
the groceries! Back in those days folks set
out on a Spring morning with baskets under their arms to pick a "mess of greens."
Cooked with a piece of fat pork, served
with corn bread, washed down with Sassafras tea . . . ah, those were the days
when Spring meant something!
Away with your fancy menus! Forget
the foolish diets! Throw away the vitamin
pills!
Grandmit knew what ailed us back in
the long ago ... we just needed some sassafras tea and poke greens!
—(Carmi, Ill., Democrat-Tribune)

Kentucky On The March

,piing flowers bloomed in January and now we're having winter in the spring, with three
snows last week. Of course the
snow didn't stay long . . . but
with John L. Lewis' strike going
on and coal piles dwindling,
warmer weather will be very
welcome.
*
*
Merle Drain and Grayson Harrelson came home from the State
basketball tournament Friday
night, believe it or not, missing
the finals. They said they saw
some mighty fine sport and some
players who will make headlines
in several colleges two or three
years hence. Dusty Kercheval told
your reporter he couldn't stand
the pace of going with his good
buddies . . . as he is on a very
strict diet
*
*
*
Glenn Farmer received what
was to him a pleasing clipping
Monday by mail . . from Ethel
and Bocty Mays, vacationing in
Florida. The piece reads: Overheard, disgruntled Republican
speaking: "Truman's Fair Deal is
just the New Deal chassis with a
wider body on it for carrying
more deadbeats".
*

A

*

Mrs. Ken Johnston writes from
Lynch, Ky., where she and her
family are Jiving, temporarily, in
a hotel, that she has met some
mighty fine folks in their new
home town and that Ken likes his
work very much.
*
*
*
Political announcements a r e
beginning to appear in the county
seat newspapers . . . and there
have been numerous rumors
around here of budding candidacies. One ticket for mayor and
councilmen is said to be active
already and a well known farmer
of our acquaintance is talking
with friends about running for
the Legislature.
*
*
*
Ben Kilgore, always a power
in politics in this section, was a
visitor at this office last week.
Ben was interested in a recent
news dispatch from Washington
which forecast a contest between
Noble J. Gregory, popular congressman from this district, and
Gov. Earle Clements for the
Democratic U. S. senatorial nomination next year.. Ben migjg
have a good deal to say himseir
about this matter, when the chips
are down.
*
*
*
Gene Williamson and Jack Al4-;Tee they are wholly
exandf ;11
uninterested in taking a rocket
trip to the moon . . . until better
arrangements for the return trip
have been made.
*
*
*
"Sudden Service" Lusby is now
being called Santa Claus by the
employes of Wood's Drug Store
. . . having put in a "demonstrator" electric dishwasher for the
soda fountain there free gratis.
*
*
*
A little girl of our acquaintance,
after watching her mother spread
cold cream on her face, asked
what she did that for. It's to make
me beautiful, the mother replied.
Watching the cream removed, the
youngster said: It didn't work,
did it?
*
*
*
Jimmie Mashburn showed me
some marvelous kodak pictures in
color which he took at home recently. How this busy feller finds
time for such a hobby . . and
does so Well aLit. is.beyond me.
*
*
*
The printer takes our written
words ... And with a little ink.
He tells the world in black and
white ... What we would have it
think ... He may be in the pressroom of . . . A paper small or
great . . . With molds for mats
designed by type . . . Or photo-

How Jefferson Farmed
This column was written by a farmer
named Jefferson. Doubtless you know
something about him. First name, Thomas. His piece is a letter addressed in 1798
to a New York State farmer friend whose
name is lost.
"I have tried that species of your field
pea which is cultivated in New York. and
begin to fear that plant will scarcely bear
our sun and soil. A late acquisition too of
a species of our country pea, called the
cow pea, has pretty well supplied the place
in my husbandry which I had destined for
the European field pea. It is very productive, excellent food for man and beast,
awaits without loss our leisure for gathering, and shades the ground very closely
through the hottest months of the year
This with the loosening of the soil, I take
to be the chief means by which the pea
improves the soil.
"My rotation is triennial; to wit, one
year of wheat, and two of clover in the
• tronger fields, or two of cow peas in the
• •-‘aker, with a crop of Indian corn and po• 'oeti between every other rotation, that
o say every 7 years. Under this easy'
rse of culture, aided with some ma., I hope my fields will recover their
me fertility, which had in some of
I been completely exhausted by per-

petual crops of Indian corn and wheat,
alternately.
"The atmosphere is certainly a great
workshop of nature for elaborating the
fertilizing principles and insinuating them
into the soil. It has been relied upon as
the sole means of regenerating the soil
by most of the land-holders in the canton
I inhabit, and where rest has been resorted to before a total exhaustion, the soil
has never failed to recover. If, indeed, it
be so run down as to be incapable of
growing weeds or herbage of any kind,
to shade the soil from the sun, it either
goes off in gullies, and is entirely lost, or
i•emains exhausted until a growth springs
up of such trees as will rise in the poorest soils.
"It has been said that no rotation of
crops will keep the earth in the same degree of fertility without the aid of manure.
"But it is well known here that a space
of rest greater or less in spontaneous
herbage, will restore the exhaustion of a
single crop. This then is a rotation; and
it is not to be believed that spontaneous
herbage is,the only or best covering during rest, so we may expect that a substitute for it may be found which will
yield profitable crops. Such perhaps are
delver, peas. vetches, etc."

/It

public in early 1950.
The museum will display rare
and valuable material bearing
upon American maritime history
and tradition collected by the
foundation since its formation in
1926. Much of this material has
been stored in Navy Department
warehouses at Fort Washington,
Md.
Setting for the museum will be
the old carriage house attached
to the home which Commodore
Stephen Decatur built on Lafay-

e,a

tells me it will be "
alive" with changing
exhIbi
of various groupings of tilt
N
thousands of Remo inanus,-,
letters, documents, logs of th,
timers, clippings and artkan
maritime happenings, s r i at
paintings, photographs,
models and relics.
"The museum," he lase
be devoted to everything
taming to the sea
shipping, foreign trade ass y
ing as well as to naval, nul
coast guard and other sub
The foundation. a private
official outfit, which is r
the funds for the museum asti
upkeep, has obtained a se.y
lease on the carriage house
Mrs. Truxton Beale, widow gg
former minister to iris
Greece, and owner of
House.
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Do You Know?
The United States Treasury, 39
states, and 30 municipalities get
part of their revenue through taxes on tobacco products.
• • •
Wales is the land in which the
legend_ of King Arthur and the
Round Table originally sprang up.
• • •
Wallpaper is believed to have
been developed in litaly early
in the 16th century.
• • •
Although wallpaper first was
used in the 16th century, it did
not receive popular use for another hundred years.
• • •
The issues causing the war of
1812 had almost disappeared by
the time war started, and the
war's most important battle was
fought after peace had been declared.
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RANDOLPH MOTORS
Main Street
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SPECIAL PURCHASE
LADIES' WASH
DRESSES

4

Sanfciriied Chambray... Fine Print Cloths
Plain and Fancy Trims
Sizes 12 to 20

$

0

0

95

1
with

8 Pretty Styles To Select From
COI4n, 2
Th0111 day,
44••.and a
1"00
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FINKELS FAIR STORE

603)criit.

ROYAL DOULTON
FIGURINES
at

"4 Where Your

Walker's Drug lit
Jewelry
Prinoeton, Ky.
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graphic plate ... Or he may serve
. Or business of his
a magazine
own . .. With wedding notes and
calling cards . . . And where to
write or phone . . . But one way
or the other, his ... Importance is
supreme . . Because hLs craft is
needed in . . . Promoting every
scheme . . . His letters spell the
words we mean . . . Or hide the
ones we think . . . Whenever we
. . In terms of
communicate
printer's ink. — (Portrdlts, by
James Metcalfe, in the Lexington
Herald.)
*
*
*
Contributed wisecracks: Learn
all the ropes of your business and
there is less chance of your being tied down . . . Everybody
learns something every day—and
a lot forget it the next . . Regardless of conditions these days,
they'll become the "good old
days" after a while ... The motorist who is set on beating the car
ahead of him to the curve usually
gets his rites . . . When people
get full credit for what they do,
they don't need credit for what
they buy . . The habit of bragging about being overbright often leads to getting polished off
. . . Most of the fixed ideas the
average person has can stand a
lot of fixing . . . when you want
to stop sailing on the sea of
trouble try tossing out your anger.
*
*
*
This world will never be the
same
For those who miss the quiz
song name
And lose the chance to win a
home,
A car, a yacht, and a hippodrome.
J. A. S.

The capital's
Washington newest museum, being get up by
the Naval Historical Foundation,
headed by Fleet Admiral Ernest
J. King, is to be opened to the

ult. Square near the White Houser
in 1819.
Plans for conversion of the
structure to house the museum
are being drawn by Mrs. Lavone
Dickensteets Andrews, wife of
the former assistant secreter4 of
the Navy, Mark Edwin Andfeivs.
Mrs. Andrews, an architect of
note, has contributed her services
to the venture, as has Laurence
S. Harrison, head of the lighting
laboratory of New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Rear Admiral J. A. Furer, retired, representing the Fundatlion, is coordinating the plans,
which call for the most modern
in functional equipment, including removable walls which can
be set up and taken down like
stage sets.
Lt. Cmdr. Robert M. Lunny, associate director of the museum,
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about 10 pounds of nitrogen,
five pounds of. phosphoric acid
and 10 pounds of potash. An apPlacation of 10 tons of well cared
for manure will increase corn
yields about 20 bushels an acre.
Manure with 50 to 100 pounds of
20 percent phosphate added a ton
armers why wish to seed pasmakes one ot the best complete
,s to fescue and have not been fertilizers thal can be used
under
e to get seed or do not get row crops.
One of the best ways to store
seeding done by the middle
April might prefer to seed the manure so that it will not lose
valuable plant food is to leave
d to lespedeza this spring for it in the barn
until it can be appasture
some
or
summer plied directly to
pr
a growing crop
soybeans.
After pag- or worked
crop as
in the ground. Manure
ing or removing the crop for that is piled out in the open where
In August or early Septem- it is subjected to the weather losa seedbed may be prepared es much of its value.
disking and fescue seeded.
A very good way to get phosding at this time gives the phate mixed with manure is
to
establish
itself
betime
to
ss
spread a light layer of phosphate
winter and will usually al- over the manure
in the barn evit to make sufficient growth ery few days using a
total of
some
late fall and early about 100 pounds
get
of 20 percent
ing pasture.
phosphate a ton. This will also
armers are losing valuable increase the value
of the maARMY PIE
DESTROYED—Smoke still pours from the ruins of one of
nt food by improper handling nure as•it will help to absorb
the army's largest docks
and
manure. A ton of manure con- hold liquid
manures that would on the west coast after it had been razed in a spectacular fire at Oakland, Calif. Damage
was
estimated
at
more
than
a million dollars. (AP Wii-rephoto)
otherwise be lost.
Mr. Glenn Farmer reports his
If you see
15 dairy cows including six first
calf heifers produced a total of
110,928 pounds of milk and 5,356
pounds of butter fat in 1948. This
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and
ambitions of those the Kentucky State Fair will be
near your house
was an average of 7,335 pounds who made up the populace of Princeton
and Caldwell county almost selected at a
fair at Benton in
of milk and 360 pounds of butter- 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twiceyou may have TERMITES fat a cow.
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as
Graves county.
a
regular
Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as
the Princeton reThe Bath County Sheep Proporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them.
Although moasic was known in
tective Association may cash
December 20, 1927. Mrs. Thom- held in higher esteem
in Prince- bonds to pay for sheep
pagan and Christian Rome, it was
losses.
as Bond and Mrs. Boyd Satter- ton than these
notably revived during the Middle
ladies; industrious,
T h e New Town Homemakers
field spent yesterday in Evans- economical and intelligent; for- Club in
Ages.
Monroe county has pledgville quite pleasantly.
tunate will be the man who is ed $100 for the county
hospital
the
choice
of
either
The first wallpapers, in the
them.
of
fund.
• •.
December 20, 1927. Hearne HarMisses Wheatley, as many flow16th century, were derived from
Charles Metmer of Trimble
book-linings and probably were relson and Frederick Stallins will ers bloom unseen and lose their county grew 6,700 pounds of
F
be
connected
sweetness
with
the Dad and
on the desert air, so 17A Burley on three acres
in domino and checkered designs
and
Son Store during the holiday these young ladies are modest and sold it for
an average of 54 cents.
season.
retiring, that few people are forMany Bracken county farmers
• • •
tunate enough to know their are planning to
add ladino clover
December 20, 1927. Miss Mary great worth.
and Ky. fescue 31 to pasture mixWilson Eldred, of the Columbus,
Lucy Watkins, a genius; not tures.
Ohio, University will spend the only does she possess all
the qualA sweet clover variety test on
holidays here with her parents, ities that make a
refined and cul- the farm of Alva Grant in Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred.
tivated lady, but is gifted with county will include
Willamette,
divine power to portray on can- Everygreen, Spanish
• • •
and MadDecember 20, 1 9 2 7. Mr. and vas the perfect features of
any rid.
Mrs. Richard Ratliff, of New one, or from the fertility
of her
Richard Clements, a 4-H club
York, Mr. and Mrs. Will Rogers, wonderful imagination bring
into boy, grew 157 bushels of corn on
of Danville, Ky., will arrive Sat- existence works of Art
that Mi- an acre to win the corn derby in
urday as holiday guests of Mr. chael Angelo or Raphael
would Hopkins county.
and Mrs. Charles Ratliff, Sr., and be proud to ci eate. Such
women
Two hundred and twelve memother relatives,
are born once in a thousand years. bers of Harrison
county homemakers clubs covered wire lamp
It is with regret we take leave
shade frames with yarn in one
of Pen Portraits of Princeton
month.
Young Ladies. These sketches,
Members of Letcher county
written by one whose only idenhomemakers clubs seated stools
tification is the initials, C. W. L.,
and chairs with Hong Kong grass
appeared in the Looking Backat a saving of $345.
ward column, October 14, 1927.
With the purchase of 10 cattle
Cora Tucker, literary genius, a
by George B. Day and Son, there
very quiet, unpretending young
Lumber produced on his farm now are three herds of registered
lady, and if reports be true she saved Sam B.
Coppock of Taylor cattle in Spencer county.
will soon give to the public a county $733 in rebuilding
a barn
Boron will be tried on five albook that will be gem-filled, with which burned the past
year, ac- falfa fields in different parts of
beautiful thoughts and original cording to Farm Forester
Wilson Pike county.
ideas.
.1. Mitchell of Campbellsville.
One hundred and sixty-six
Sally Booth, a stately young
From his 12-;,cre woodland Cop- farmers in Daviess county
signed
lady, whose soft eyes go thrilling pock cut 24,000 board
feet at a lap 1,210 cows in an artificial
through each vein like some musi- cost of $35 a thousand,
while 11,- breeding association.
cian's wizzard spell, beware boys. 000 feet he had to
buy cost $60
Fleming county farm leaders
Anna a n d Rose Campbell. a thousand. Dry beech
lumber have outlined a long-time pasturetwo young ladies from a previous cutting was
used improvement program.
for flooring at a further saving
The new barn, 40 by 108 feet,
made of concrete blocks to the
eaves and covered with aluminum roofing.
"Since farmers are one of the
largest producers of forest proFRIDAY and SATURDAY
ducts, they should take advantage
of their position first to produce
their own needs and sell the surplus," said Forester Mitchell.
'Wait farms -need around 1,000
board feet of lumber a year for
repairs and maintenance and an
additional 2,500 feet in fuel wood.
About 15 acres would produce the
farm needs, if properly managed
and protected."

"fleabeekle hangover". Incidentally, DDT kills all stages of the
Colorado beetle, too.
By John S. dardner, Kentucky
Cultivation of potatoes shodid
College of Agriculture and
be level and shallow, merely to
Home Economics
keep weeds in check. No definite
CALL ii
11,0180•11•1111•141110•11011•11111.016001•••1041•11/011101101$11116161,110
MARK CUNNINGHAM, AO
hill should be made, as in "laying
WHITE POTATOES, 1
Complete Insurance Servie•
The planting furrow for potatoes by," but the soil should be drawn
Ill W. Market St.
to the rows to cover the soil
should be 5 inches deep, but the
cracks the swelling tubers may
covering of seed depends on the make.
date and the season. Planting
March 15, a slight ridge should be
made over the row, later to be
knocked off as the first "cultivation." Planting April 1, the coyec,ing should be level, and as the
season progresses, less and less
soil should be drawn into the furBROADWAY'S STAGE RAGE...MORE DARING ON ME $CREE",
row. Planting April 25, only an I
inch of soil should cover the
DONALD
OLGA
MARTHA
11W
seed. Thus the handicap from extremely late planting can be overcome, as a potato crop begins
"making" when the first green
leaves reach the light.
As potatoes begin coming up, it
is not unusual for black fleabeetles to be there in numbers sufficient sometimes to kill the sprouts
or else set them back quite badly enaugh to be reflected in the
crop. For controlling this insect,
nothing is better than DDT, either in 5 percent dust or in a spray
made of two level tablespoons of
50 percent Wettable DDT a gallon of water. Two more sprayings or dustings should follow at
10-day intervals, and three such
Plus These Added Attractions!
applications have increased the
MARCH OF TIME
potato yield by as much as 60 perMOVIETOINE NEWS
cent, but a 25 percent increase is
not at all uncommon.
Controlling this insect takes
care of much of the "blighting"
and "scalding" and "early-diedown" of which so many home
gardeners complain, but which
for the most part may be merely
..........."'".....0,..............0000,00.....00,000,00,00
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Home lumber
Helps Build Barn
Volume In 1948

3 DAYS! Starts SUN., MAR. 27
Features at 1:30 - 4:15 - 6:40 - 9:05

EXCITEMENT....
...as thrilling as the stars ENTERTAINMENT!
who bring it
to you!

Call 95-J To Get your
Car and Delivery

PENNEY'S

SPECIALS

Rolls of wallpaper, such as in
use today, were not in use in England until 1830 because of a revenue tax on sheet paper.

John HODIAK

Although the first wallpaper
used in America was improted,
by 1750 a Philadelphia manufacturer had established a good business In making them.

Charies BICKFORD •Istsfenl ARNOW
laershall DIOMPSON • frichani OMNI

Adult

40c

Child

12c

WALT DISNEY CARTOON — PARAMOUNT NEWS

ALL-COMEDY
MUSICAL REVUE!

\ JACK.PAAR /
Frankie CARLE
LEON ERROL /
Edgar KENNEDY
e
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with a special air...
a special little price!
Cottons go •v•rywh•r•
these days...working, partying...and into the soap suds,

Ready for
Type . .

Service.

Medium

Medium Red Color.

Fairly low on the ground.
Registered in Buyer's Name.

SPECIAL
EVENT

3 MONTH OLD BOARS

to come out fresh as ever!

ALSO SOWS WITH FIRST

Plain and arrshrold•r•d

LITTERS

pastels .. misses', half sizes.

Full Measure of Fashion
in this Striking Suit
Specially Tailored for the Half-Size Figure!

,goarry

"ON THE AVENUE"
Pledge to flatter you
this superbly tailored suit that is so
effectively enriched with softly feminine details. You'll find
this suit a joy to own for you'll wear it for all occasions and
look your fashion hest. Pretty collar, pretty pockets • • •
smart fashion for many seasons. Created in finest Sheen
Gabardine in Light Navy, Pink Parfait, Smoke Grey, Desert
Beige, Brown and Black
Sizes 14I4 to 201i.

Crintion-Hoirod Slaver Girl
Doolrod by a Mon of DioltInyl
Peetees
Ow"

COOPER •PODDARD

Good quality leather

Km!2?2/340_,tiZ3

palm ... Buy now.
Highway el, it Miles North
MARION, KY.

Thursday, March 24,
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Louisville—Can employers and
employes in Kentucky afford to
pay one-fifth of payrolls for five
social security programs? This is
a question submitted to business
firms throughout the state by
Louis J. Bosse, managing director
of Associated Industries of Ken-

tucky, Louisville. Bosse Stilted It
is a question that must be answered by the lilst congress if
certain bills now betore it continue to receive serious consideration.
The association's executive officer based his question on certain facts and on a recent speech
by Senator A. Willis Robertson,
of Virginia, who said that economists before the house ways and
means committee in the past have
indicated that compulsory insurance programs now being advocated would cost 20 percent of

in growing crops with

The new miracle chemical 2,4-D in Agricultural Weed-NoMore, brings you the practical, low-coat way to kill weeds
ingrowing small grains.
Spraying Agricultural Weed-No-More on young corn
is faster than cultivating, kills weeds,light up to the corn
plants, makes row-planting practical.
On pastures,fence rows,ditch banks, and grassed waterways,
Agricultural Weed-No-More kills many weeds, roots and all.
Agricultural Weed-No-More goes on fast —covers 7 to 15
acres per hour. It goes far, too—V4 pint to 2 pints in only 5
gallons of water treats 1 acre! Apply it by the new low-gallonage method developed and proved by Sherwin-Williams Research. Use a simple, low-cost rig that you or any local shop
can quickly assemble.

A ORICIIL MRA

IVIEDWOMORE
Costs less per acre because It controls
weeds more offottively
Agricultural authorities have found that
the ester forms of 2,4-1) used in Agricultural Weed-No-More penetrate weed
leaves within 5 minutes, do not wash
off, mil easily with water, won't clog or
corrode spray equipment, and are harmless to stock. Agricultural Weed-NoMore has been proved on more than
500,000 acres.

Ni

FREE

SULLETINS
Before you buy any 2,4-1)weed killer,Ist us glee you
all the factson Weed-No-More performanceon farms
like yours. Ask us for new free bulletins ... today,

In Hopkinsville, It's

1949

“BILL DING'S" Business
is
I
Franktw
titent of
Highways has awarded a 4365,520
contract for bituminous surfacing
of eight miles of US27, the Nicholasville-Lexingson road, extending from one and three-fourths
miles south of Lexington to the
north corporate limit of Nicholasville. The project is one of five
federal-aid projects for which
contracts were let totaling $899,339.93.
The US27 contract went to
Breslin Construction Co., Louisville, who were expected to begin work next month. Grade,
drain and traffic bound surfacing

payrolls. Bosse observed that in
light of various estimates of present and proposed programs, Senator Robertson's 30 percent figure
seems quite conservative and 00-LA-LA—Pert Patricia Gonbacked up his position with added zales displays talents which won
her the title Miss Cinemonde of
comment.
"Some social insurance pro- 1949 in Paris, France, recently,
grams (like old-age and surviv- The contest Was sponsored by the
ors insurance,. as well as propos- French .movie magazine Cineed permanent disabili'y insur- monde. Patricia is a professional
ance), start out in the beginning model. (AP Wirephoto)
with very low costs and can be
financed, at first, with very low More Acre-Money For
taxes—but mount to very high Disease-Free Burley
levels as more people reach reA survey made by County
tirement age with greater accuAgent James I. Stephens in Flemmulation of eligibility.
"The fact has been amply dem- ing county showed that Burley
onstrated that social security varieties not resistant to root-rot
forecasts are not primarily ac- diseases sold for slightly more a
tuarial. Forecasts depend more hundred pounds but for considupon expected business conditions erably less an acre.
—employment a n d unemployYields of disease-resistant kinds
ment. Therefore, the most that can averaged 1,445 pounds an acre
be expected is a rather wide and sold for an average of $43.95
range of estimates. For example,
a hundred or $635 an acre.
estimates of old-age and survivors
Yields of non-root-rot resistant
insurance costs, as developed for
kinds averaged 1,084 pounds an
its board of trustees, are publish- acre and sold for an average of
ed in the form of ranges, depend- $45.79 a hundred, or $496 an acre.
ent upon business conditions.
The survey included 731 crops
"With these limitations in mind, grown from 1941 to 1948.
it appears now that the probable
cost of contributory programs of the eight-mile stretch was
now in effect or being advocated started in December, 1947, and
by the administration, would has been completed at a cost of
range between 14 percent and 26 $221,942.
percent of payrolls after the varContracts were awarded for the
ious programs are in full opera- following other projects:
Boyle county: Surfacing of aption.
"The average of these estimates proaches to Southern Railroad
is 20 percent, but it is likely, in overhead in Danville; .773 mile;
view of the political tendency to H. K. Williams, Louisville, $94,increase benefits, that the trend 816.65.
Clinton county: Ida-Snow-Upwould be toward the higher figure, particularly if part of the church road, beginning east of
cost is financed out of general Ida and extending toward Upgovernment revenues (chiefly in- church, 2.727 miles; grade, drain
come taxes) instead of through and traffic bound surface; Wood
payroll taxes.
& Barton, Frankfort, $a8,273.67.
county: Meta-Kemper
"The following table of estiPike
mates cover only such programs road, beginning at US119 near
as are likely to be financed in Meta and extending toward Kernwhole or in part through payroll pa, 2.957 miles; Wood & Bartaxes on employers and employes. ton, Frankfort, $99,050.83.
A number of other costly proSimpson county: Franklin-Tengrams have been proposed, to be nessee Line road, US31W, from
financed out of general, federal Tennessee line to south corporate
and state revenues, at a cost of limit of Franklin, 5.727 miles; cesome additional billions. For ex- ment concrete pavement. Ellis,
ample, programs not included in Kelly & Co., Owensboro, $281,the following table include:
678.48.

New 1947 Model N. B. 8 Eight Cu. Ft. General Electric

SPACE MAKER

REFRIGERATOR REDUCED
Former Price
259.00

BUILDING
Veterans planning to 1 esurne
interrupted G. I. Bill education
and training should await receipt
of a supplemental certificate of
eligibility before geing beck to
classes, Veterans Administration
advises.
VA urged veterans to wait un
til they are sure their certificates
have been approved before ac
tually entering training, unless
they can afford to pay interim
costs of tuition and expenses
themselves.
Until the certificates are issued, VA assumes no financial
obligation for the payment of tuition or other expenses. Collection for unauthorized training is
strictly a matter between the
school and the veteran, VA said.
Application for supplemental
certificates of eligibility should
be made to the VA Regional Office having custody of the veteran's file.
National Service Life Insurance
operations are not affected by
the recent order of the Administrator of Veterans Affairs eliminating Veterans Administration
Branch Offices and establishing 13 district offices in the same
locations.
Veterans of Michigan, Ohio and
Kentucky who have National
Service Life Insurance will continue to be served by the VA
District Office,
52 Starling
Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Premiums for GI insurance
should be paid in the premium
notice envelopes provided by VA.
Veterans need not make any alterations in the printed addresses
on the premium envelope. Premium payments also will be received as before at these offices
having NSLI collection units.

Bozeman, Mont.—AP — Snow
got so deep in the three forks
area this winter that a buck deer
got his antlers tangled in tele-;
phone wires. Alters struggle, he '
broke free, dragging several
hundred yards of wire up a hillside and disrupting service over
a wide area.

to be named
Alternate whit:. y.
Hui, 18, of

ay THIS AND TA/AT

Improved
TIN

Sh..11

C & Better
I)
No. 2
No. 3

! : , i.towes,

born just 18 months ago, celebrated by going roller skating at
Birmingham, Ala. The wee tot,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Bowes, has been roller skating
for more than a week. And she
does it gracefully, too. (AP Wirephoto)
In less than two years of the
War of 1812, the American navy
of 20 ships had sunk or captured
26 British war vessels and had
lost but seven of their own. '

PINE
PINE
PINE
PINE

FLOORING
FLOORING
FLOORING
FLOORING .

$15.00
$10.50
$ 7.50
$ 5.75

hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred

This is in Kiln dried and well manufactured by one of u,.
largest mills in the south. Lengths range from 4 ft. through
10 ft. varying in proportion to the grades.
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SPECIAL!
Clearance Sale On
Used Tires And Tubes
FOR EXTRA SAFETY
CHANGE OVER TO

'firestone
WHITE SIDEWALL

TIRES
You'll be amazed at the low
cost of swank new whit.
sidewall tires — and you'll
go for the new look they
give your car too. Eves if
your tires have many miles
left in them — trade today
and you'll get full allowance
for the unused mileage.

FULLY
GUARANTEE
Any Firestone Tir
fully guaranteed ... no
for a day .. . not for
month ... not for a limit
ed time or distance, b

FOR
LIFE.

COURTH

GET OUR LOW PRICE FOR CHANGEOVER!'

COMPARISON PROVES
That Point for Point, Dollar for Dollar, the Firestone sets a new high standard of low-cost per

Automatic Heatma

ONLY

mile.
old tires and tubes.

'245"

Compare Firestone Tires in
quality...
based on the
LOW PRESSURE
PRINCIPLE
gives you

UNIMADAtte
AND EPFICIENK

Balance $11.62 Per Month

Compare it in price...
Compare it in construction
features...
Compare it's cost per mile!

:( you

About 20 used 15" rim-sized tires

25 600x16' from $1 up
Several other various sizes of tires
and tubes . . . priced to sell!

have b

'ill.° along and

'" ahoP and 1
Pjunii•Sk while
'la take her
mimeos dinne
'Ithee dance
"
11` how long
`'n.11 both h.
"Tett arid F-

Four Ice trays, 80 ice cubes; 24 pounds frozen foods storage; 14 eq. ft. shelf area; extra big 51.4 inches deep vegetable and
drawer; bottle space holds 12 square quart size bottles; also very tall bottles.

PI" 814

DUNN AND OLIVER
Firestone Products
S. SEMINARY STREET

PHONE 260

N. E. Court Square

B. N. LUSBY CO.
Phone 88

'

A LITTLE C/-1A7
AND WELL ADVISE

Early settlers in America cut
down huge groves of black walnuts and used the wood for fence
rails and other farm purposes.

In

National 4-ii
lasahioloan, D.(
attend
bolo

come IA/AND HAVE

Engineer Named
For Flood Control
Frankfort — Appointment of
Orville W. Chinn, 39, of Danville,
as director of the new Flood Control and Water Usage Division of
the State Department of Conservation was announced Tuesday by
Conservation Commissioner Henry Ward.
The appointment ends an
eight-months search for an experienced hydraulics and water
control engineer, Ward said.
Chinn is district engineer for
the U. S. Soil Conservation Service. His experience also includes
service with the U. S. Corps of
Engineers, the U. S. Forest Service, and the U. S. Coast Guard
and Geodetic Survey.
A native of Beaver Dam, Chinn
was graduated from the Collegt.
of Engineering of the University
of Kentucky, in 1933.
Chinn will begin his duties
with the state on March 28. His
starting salary will be $4,500 a
year.
"Mr. Chinn was selected for
this position because of his excellent background of experience," Commissioner Ward said.
"We are particularly interested in
advancing the flood control program on the upper reaches of
the Kentucky streams, and feel
that Mr. Chinn will make a distinct contribution to that program."

clark "'''
to rep,-

less

S. W. DUNN

riE

D-X Motor Oils, Fuel
Phone $38,

R. M. OLIVER

Plr.

ch 24,1

sday, March 24, 1949
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us Selected
r 4-H Camp

A/AVE.
HA7:
VISE
THAT
-11/1k

ntucky
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred

141-it te
ti ,,f Anderson county.
Mies Clausen has curried 43
projects in eight years of 4-H
club
work. She was state room
imie tlausen, 16, of Oldham provement
champ
ion and also
ty, and Elsie Marie Isaacs, 17, won The
Courie
r-Journal 4-11
lark county, have been se- contest.
t to represent Kentucky at
Miss Isaacs has finished 51
proNational 4-H Club Camp in jects
in nine years. She was state
ington, D. C., in June. Two
winner in a national girls
record
s to attend the camp are yet contest.
• named.
Miss Hill has finished 28 proIternate delegates are Pearl
jects in seven years. Her state
19, of Whitley county, and Champi
onships include demonstration and leadership contests.
Thirteen times a county champion, Miss Leathers has taken
part in 19 judging contests
and
finished 40 projects in her seven
years in 4-H club work.

Poi)* Five

Government Has
Record Printing

Special Label For
Boron Fertilizer

UK Job Conference

Wm. M YOUNG

University of Kentucky seniors,
The Department of Feed and many preparing for June graduaFertilizeP`at the Kentucky Agri- tion, last week had the opportuncultural Experiment Station says ity to talk with prospective emWashington, March 12
The
first installment of the annual "a fertilizer to which boiax has ployers at the institution's fifth
sortie by Congress against the fed- been added requires specie label- !annual job conference. Repreeral Government's publishing ac- ing. The brand name shall be fol- sentatives from 24 business and
tivities was delivered this week lowed by the expression 'with.— industrial firms were present to
by Senator Styles Bridges, Re- pounds of borax per hundred outline for the seniors their orpounds.' The chemical guarantee ganizations' objectives and to expublican, of New Hampshire.
The Senator said that the Ap- should have as the last item, a plain the qualifications they seek
in employing new personnel.
propriations Committee, of which guarantee for elemental boron.
"In addition, for fertilizers conhe was chairman during the last
Congress, had collected from each taining one pound or more of
agency Os Government a sample borax a hundred pounds, the folof every printed publication that lowing warning statement must
it issued during 1948. He was ov- appear on the official analysis
erwhelmed, he added, by some tag immediately below the brand
83,000 documents which soon ov- name: 'Warning! This fertilizer
erflowed his own office, those should be used only in accordThe wapita—frequently conof the committee, and finally a ance with the directions furnishfused with the elk—was once the
large storage room in the Capi- ed on the attached label. Use unmost wide-ranged of American
der other conditions may result
tol.
hoofed game animals.
Even at that, he went on, he in serious injury to crops.' The
The language of Wales is akin
had to exclude the output of
company manufacturing the ferthe
to the languages of both Irelan
Department of Agriculture, since tilizer is required to provide a
d
KAVOLI
and of Scotland.
its publications alone, piled one label with a suitable statement to
moros
on top the other, "would have proper usage. This label is in adcomprised a stack fifty-two feet dition to the official Kentucky
CHILD GROOM-BRIDE AND BABY--Carl
,This New and
analysis tag."
Blake, Ji., 13 and his high."
16-year-old wife, Winifred, are shown with
proved Motor 011 gives —
The purpose of all this, the Sentheir three weeks old
son, Charles III, born Feb. 23 in Lakeview
Hospital at Paw Paw, ator said, was "to relieve the New Scholarshi
IAORE POWER . . . .
p
Mich. The teen-age parents, married last fall,
live with her par- strain on the eyes and the pockA new $500 scholarship for enents and six other young children in a tiny
MORI CAS MILES. .
etbook
s of the American taxpay- gineering
two-room house at
students has been estabPaw Paw. The young father is appealing for
help in locating a ers caused by the facile and fool- lished at the Univer
MORI DRIVING ECONOMY
sity of Kenjob. His age is below minimum working limit
in Michigan. (AP ish pens of the Government tucky, Dean D. V.
Terrell of the
MORI MOTORING PLEASURE
Wirephoto)
authors."
All Makes
College of Engineering announced
Nevertheless, it would seem last
it dooms as k Muriweek. The scholarship was
—What It Means
that the citizens who are being
donated by Randall Dawson,
ces. Drive la today. Youll
"victi
mized"
Servic
by
e
the system are Bloomfield, former UK
Guaranteed
Phone 611
glad you sada the dump
engineeramong its more willing collabor- ing
student. It will be known as
HAVOLINIl
ators. Last year, they bought 41.- the
J. Stanley Dawson ScholarPRINCETON
900,000 of these items at prices ship, in
memory of the donor's
rangin
g from a nickel to $2 a uncle,
LUMBER CO.
who was graduated from
copy.
the
UK College of Engineering
S Seminary St
The catalogue of the Govern- in 1910.
Phone 260
ment Printing Office probably is
By Clarke Beach
ing costs will not decline until the surpassed by
no other document
Washington—The price of a loaf
over-all price level declines— in existence for the diversity
of bread is a mystery that is baffof
when wages and all other cost its content. For the most part its
ling the best of 'em.
entries
are
of practical down-toThe Senate Banking and Cur- items start a downward adjustearth interest to the public genrency Committee decided to look ment.
erally.
into the matter when the price of
There isn't much competition
Its second best seller, of course,
wheat fell 30 percent in 1948 — today in the milling and baking
is a booklet called Infant Care,
and the price of bread, instead of industries. They expand
ed their which, in several edition
s over the
falling, rose slightly. Flour prices plants very little during
There is no other insurance agency anyw
the war.
here—that
So far the committee hasn't But the bread-eating population last quarter century, has sold
well
over
5,000,0
00
copies. Toptries harder to provide its customers with the best
dropped 15 percent in the ycar.
kept increasing all the time. There
insurance
gotten around to making its in- is now very little of the surplus ping its current best-seller list is
Your Income Tax: 250,000 copies
coverage at the -lowest possible cost, toget
vestigation. But the Agriculture producing capacity which impels
her with the
were sold last year at 25 cents
Department made a study of the industries to reduce their prices each.
prom
pt
and
fair
settl
ement
of
all
claim
s that occur.
matter and found that the thing in order to sell more goods.
Its plushiest current offering is
The millers and bakers, mean- the
holding up the bread price is the
Department of Agriculture
"marketing margin". This margin while, have been squeezed by Yearbook. About 20,000 copies of
high wagesland other costs, which this
have been sold at $2 each.
is determined by costs and profits
accounts for some of the price
of millers, bakers and retailers— rise
.And on paper it looks as
'
AGENTS FOS
whatever is added to the price of though they have
been earning
wheat or flour between the buy- steadily fatter profits
since 1940.
ing of the raw materials and sale
The farmer, meanwhile, is havof the finished product.
LOSiG DISTANCE ftI 0;
ing a tougher time than the city
t
s
ir
What the department would folk. The price of his wheat
went
Ligon
_,Arn
like to know more about is:
Truck
old
Line
PHONE 54
up all through the war and reach117 MAIN ST.
Contact
Just what are the items in the ed an all-time peak
of $2.81 a
PRINCETON, KY.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
marketing margins which are bushel. But when
the farmer goes Phone 893
Princeton, Hy.
holding bread prices high? Large to the store to buy back
his wheat
expenditures for wages, transpor- in the form of bread,
he has to
tation, storage, packaging, adver- pay the all-time peak
price, just
tising, new plant investment or like city people
Only the finest can qualify for the
.
just high profits?
At present prices he is getting
new U. S. Army, in which standards
The department is considering about three cents out
of each 14.5are higher than ever—and opportunity
making a new study to go into cent loaf of bread.
The other items
this mystery of the Great Bread that make up
is greater than ever! Why not find
the price of bread
Price Mystery. 'Meanwhile, M are .8 cents for
out how you can win a place in Amerthe miller, 9.7
nearly every store in the nation cents for the baker
ica's new career Army? Call today.
and retailer,
averag
the
e price of bread is 14.5 and one cent for all other costs—
cents—the all-time peak, reach- salt, soda, spices,
storage charges
ed in February 1948.
and so forth.
The U.S. Army
In a few localities minor drops
Farm prices always dance up
brought the average down to and down as market
PART OF THE TEAM FOR SECURITY
conditions
14.4 cents last December. But the Rlay the tune,
and today the
Army Day-April 6.22,
experts don't think this small de- market is flush with
wheat from
crease promises much. The Agri- good crop years. But
food procesculture Department predicts that sors' market
ing costs move forthe price of a loaf will remain at ward or backwa
rd very slowly
approximately the peak price at under the stimul
us of market
least until July.
conditions. It will take many a
W. Edward Blackrnore, agri- price decline in other
fields to
cultural economist who made the move them from
their present
bread price study, said market- peak.

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
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The Mystery Of
Bread Prices
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We Stay And Pay ...

AMERICA'S FINEST
MEN
CHOOSE U.S. ARMY
es
CAREERS

For over 41 years we have ...

. .. Stayed and Paid
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BROWN!

NOW ON DISPLAY at ChrTder deglers
everywhere. The
new Silver Anniversary Chrysler. With more
mom—greater comfort—greater safety and performance. Completely new in its well-bred beauty!
Advanced again in its inspired engineering.
Like every Chrysler for 25 years, our Silver
Anniversary car is beautiful because it reflects
the common sense and the imagination of the
engineering underneath. Your greater safety ...
your greater comfort... your greater satisfaction
an your car's performance ... these come first

oull both have fun at the Brown
. It's Louisville's
I argeot and Finest
!

bottles for 25'

Hallow Z.

HAITI&

Pies Dealt

HOTEL

f4trgest and Finest

SOTTIFD UNDER AUTHORITY OP PM COCA.CO
/A COMPANY SY
NOPNINSVILLM COCA•COLA MOTTLI
NG COMPANY

Assn Air-OoodliondU 1111w

The Cam-CoN

in the Chrysler way of building cars. And once
again, with more than 50 important improvements, you are getting first from Chrysler
the
advances that really count.
The full beauty of the Silver Anniversary
Chrysler goes far beyond all that is exciting to
the eye. Tailored to taste, with ample headroom
—with plenty of shoulder room and legroom—
with wider chair-height sests.This is a car perfect
in every detail right to its jewel-like ash tray.

There's more horsepower from the forewent high
compression engine, the mighty Chrysler Spitfire
!
With Prestomatic Fluid Drive Transmission
...
with Safety-Level-Ride ... with exclusive
Safety.
Rim wheels that make it almost impossi
ble
throw a tire ... with more than 50 advance to
s in
safety, comfort, convenience, and performance
—this is the car you'll talk about for years
to
come. We cordially invite you to see and
ride in
it ... by far the greatest value offered!

AGAIN YOU GET THE GOOD
THINGS FIRST FROM CHRY
SLER

We Aim to Take Cars of Our Own—With
Chryslar-Plymouth Serricts That Match
es Chrysler-Plymouth Engineering

Alholarbag Messer
0

Ns

//leeway
../fforkt,

ew Chrysler

Flva Splendid Integrant* hulled* tbe Fames
111.11EGRASS ROOM
— LealsvMe's Moist "Brigid Spiel

BROWN

t

•

11 you have business soon in Louisvi
lle, bring your
ice along and have a
week-end "spree." She'll love
shop and look around on Friday and Saturd
ay
Doming, while you work. Then, Saturday night, you
, an take her to
the Bluegrass Room .
have a
gorgeous dinner, see two wonderful floor shows,
and
ratter dance or "watch!"
On Sunday morning
how long has it been since you've had breakfast
,o bed?

TIIE

Jik
ez
,10,

C4111•POW

W. Main St.

HODGE MOTOR SALES

Phone 87

,••
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At The Churches

Discussion Planned
On Farm Water

' LAMASCO BAPTIST
Rev, J. T. Cunningham will
preach at 11 o'clock Sunday
morning at Lamaisco.

William W. Crowe
Funeral services were conduct
ed Thursday, March 17, at the
home for William W. Crowe, 81,
who died Wednesday, March 16,
at his home, Lewistown. Rev. Les ,
Ile Bowers, Dawson Springs, was
in charge of the rites. Burial was
in the Lance Nichols cemetery.
Mr. Crowe had been in failing
health the last year.
He is survived by his widow; a
son, Justus G. Crowe, Evansville,
Ind.; a daughter, Mrs. Luther
StaIlins, 625 Madisonville street;
three grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.

Contouring, Terracing
To Be Stressed; Field
Work In Afternoon

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Church School, 9.45 o'clock.
Hour of Worship, 11 o'clock.
Young People's Hour, 8 o'clock.

Water management will be discussed at 10 o'clock Wednesday
morning, March 30, in the circuit
CEDAR BLUFF
Rev. E. C. Woodall will preach
courtroom of the courthouse by
at Cedar Bluff Church at 7 o'Earl Welch, agricultural engineer,
clock Sunday night, March 27
University of Kentucky ExtenSunday School will be at 9:45 o'sion Department.
clock Sunday morning. Everyone
The talk will emphasize vegeis invited to attend these services.
tative waterways, contouring, terraces and diversions, pond conPENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
struction and land drainage.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
The meeting is for benefit of
VVilliarn E. Cunningham, pastoi
farmers enroled in the Veterans'
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Loads Of Goals
training program, but any interMorning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Providence—AP----Harvey Frasested farmer may attend, R. A.
Young People's Service 5:00
DMIRAL WHO DIED—Admirer, center of the Providence Reds
Mabry, county agent, saad.
KILLED
IN
KOREA-Mrs.
p.m.
Horace
of the American Hockey League, 1 of the Fleet Sir James SomerFrom 1 until 3 o'clock in the
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. H. Underwood (above), wife of
recently scored eight points in a ille (above), who led British
Wednesday
evening
prayer the ;former adviser to the Amen- afternoon the group will meet on
game--three goals and five as- orces keeping the Mediterranean
can occupation military govern- the farm of Henry Hartigan, Cobb
sists—to tie the league total for pen during World War II died service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service ment in Korea and former presi- road, for field work, including ina single contest. Bob Gracie and he night of March 19 at his farm
dent of Chosen Christian College, struction on how to lay out guide
Bobby Walton both tallied eight ome in Wells, England. He was 7:00 p.m.
was shot and killed by two gun_ lines for contour farming. Mr.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
points in the same game, on Feb. 6 years old. (AP Wirephoto)
men in her home in 'Seoul, Korea. Hartigan has all his 1948 corn
7:30
Evening
Worship.
24, 1945, while playing for Pittsland covered with winter cover
(March 17) (AP WirePhoto)
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
burgh.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
crops, which were seeded while
corn stalks were still standing.
FIRST BAPTIST
Oliver C. Allcock, soil conservaH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
tionist, said.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Caldwell county would be
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
greatly benefited if contouring
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
were used, Mr. Allcock said. Less
265 Babies Born In 1948; than
8,000 of the 229,000 acres in
ADDING MACHINES
LEBANON BAPTIST
Heart Disease Greatthe county are bottom land he
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
added. Some of the hilly land is
Services held every second
est Killer
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
There were 128 more births not good for cultivation and
Sunday morning at 11 than deaths in Caldwell county should be used for hay and pasand
ture, and the remainder should
,'clock.
during 1948, it is reported by Mrs.
be cultivated on the contour, he
Arney T. Rawls, clerk of the
said.
OTHER VICTORS AS IOW AS $89.50
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Caldwell Countr-Health DepartA contouring experiment by the
•Lowest prim for standard machines with
David W. Schulherr, minister ment.
direct subtraction.
Agriculture Experiment Station
9:45 Sunday School
•Brand new models, choice el full key or 10
Statistics show 265 births, ex- and Soil Conservation Service at
yI...
key keybomd
10:45 Morning Worship
cluding still-births, as compared
add, sub•More than adding mnchinee
Urbana, Ill., in May, 1943, show5:45 Westminster Fellowship
tract, multiply,
to 137 deaths. There were nine
ed that corn cultivated up and
08.17.
•Anymia can operat• them. Easy te
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
deaths
of
babies
under
1
year
old,
down the slope lost 60 percent
•Liberal trade-inn Small down pagmenta
none from 1 to 4 years, inclusive,
low monthly Mrros.
more soil than that planted on the
BARBER MEMORIAL
and 78 of persons 70 years-old or contour. About 88 percent of anCUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN older.
nual soil losses from corn land
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., it
Diseases of the heart accounted occurs during May and June, Mr.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
for 34 deaths, the greatest single
Allcock said. Yields and income
Midweek Worship, Wednes- cause. There were 17 deaths from
are higher on contoured plots, the
day, 7 p.m.
nephritis, or Bright's disease; 15 net gain an acre averaging $10.04
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8 cancer; 15, cerebral hemorrhage;
for corn and $9.74 for soybeans.
p.m.
six, tuberculosis; six, accidents; Plant nutrient losses are also
two, pneumonia; two, diorrhea higher on non-contoured land.
OGDEN M:ETHODIST
and enteritis, and 40 froirt,e,ther
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor causes.
No deaths were caused by UK Announces May
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock whooping cough, typhoid fever, Scholarship Exams
Methodist Youth Fellowship, diphtheria or influenza.
Eighteen Highway Department
Under venereal disease control scholarships to the University of
6 o'clock
nine persons were sent to the Kentucky College of EngineerEvening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 rapid treatment center at Louis- ing will be awarded on the basis
ville for intensive treatment, and of applicants' scores in a stateo'clock
209 intravenous and intramuscl- wide examination to be given earlar injections were given in the ly in May. With but one exception,
county health office, as a part of those wishing to take the exam
a nation-wide effore to eradicate should report to the State HighBy Mrs. T. A. Ladd
and control venereal diseases.
way district engineer's office in
Little Jeff Rodrnan has returnOther county statistics for'1948 their respective districts at 10
ed to his home in Evansville, Ind., show 33 marreage licenses were a.m. on the day their exam is
after spending a month with his issued to white couples and five scheduled. Exams will be given
to Negroes. There were 33 divor- in Bowling Green, Louisville,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Tilces granted.
Somerset and Flemingsburg on
ford Ladd.
May 2; at Elizabethtown on May
Mr. and Mrs. Cloward Pickering
3, and at Paducah, Pikeville, Covhave moved into their new home
ington and Lexington on May 4.
on the Sandlick road.
Candidates from the Lexington
of smooth loathfsts
district will report to the UK
Mrs. Glen Owens is recovering
personnel office.
from an attack of mumps.
th•y're wonderful valu•s
Charles Ladd, who has been
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
working in Chicago for the last
year, will be home a few weeks.
Mrs. George Hardrick called on
Mrs. Tillie Pickering and Mrs.
Howard Pickering one afternoon
FOR RICHER PASTURE
last week.
Neil Ladd spent last weekend
Science now brings restored
Livestock thrive on
in Evansville, Ind.
pasture land that is
hearing to the deafened. A
rich in minerals.
Those attending the housenew miniature device has been
New two-boot
Apply
POUR LEAF
warming at the home of Mr. and
developed to give hope for the
Powdered Rock
IVORY with BLUE, RED,
Mrs. Howard Pickering
were
hard of hearing.
Phosphate for
GREEN or BROWN
richer pasture ...
Mesdames T. A. Ladd, George
This device weighs only a
and more profitHardrick, Virgil Phelps, Tom
ounces yet it is so powerfew
HATE able livestock.
New solid colors Phelps, George Marlooff, and
ful the hard of hearing may
PMA payments •00410 0.1 itsse
Pollard Thompson, Mr and Mrs.
IVORY• GRAY • GREEN
now hear the clock tick. No
Rogers Pickering and children,
more cumbersome batteries or
RED • BROWN • BLACK
Romana and Rayburn, Vernon
battery-cords needed.
Write To '
Taylor, Clay Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
-It is.suggested .that if you are
Donald Ladd, ClintorPPerry, Klon
device write
Thomson Phosphate Co. interested in thisInc.,
Pickering and Don.
Dept. E,
to Tonemaster,
Owen Thomas and Doris Black407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, Ill.
400 Washington Street, Peoria,
burn were guests at the home of
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd Sunday.

Old Violin Secrets
Believed Found
Ron ,
soldh
III1S

AP -A 35-year-old exho started making vioI:111e while he was a
in Africa thinks

he may have (-discovered sonic
of the lost ac, cts of Italy's great
craftsmen of the past
At any rate, the instruments
flthat Franco Ponzo has been tut
Rome's
on
shop
tiny
his
in
out
log
Aventine Hill are increasingly in

detilaktid ,4r1I'Mg prOftediOnal

With age, the known
they may even compare f
with the violins the Air,,
vani and Guarneri put
centuries ago.
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- -That's why people prefer to shop in the

invited

those stores which tell of their

daily offerings in

direct subtraction
o#céq$13450

Sandlick Road

NEWS FOR THE
DEAF

Special Purchase
Sensational Values
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Fancy Striped sanforized broad cloth, in our
famous Hanway shirts. For looks, for comfort, for wear. Handfinished fused collars,
inter-lined for longer wear. Fast colors that
last. 140 threads per square inch. Shirts
tretailed for $2.98.
that formerl

1.11 each
2 for $3.33

Freezers
Ironers
Radios

RANGES

Rai
P.S.

Misses
Nancy
iS:r
Sr-isln
bea
i
;crenIu:
;
and Mrs.
edof
sot
al
.Fn of
Te

WALL PAPER
OVER 200 PATTERNS
REDUCED
UP TO

FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE
ROOM LOT PRICES START AT
5c Roll

CORNETTIPS
Hopkinsville

That's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your perscrip-

COMPLETE LINE FOR FORTY NINE

WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER

See latest thing in Electric Ranges in the Hotpoint DeLux
Pushbutton Models. The Range that cooks by color . . .
Hotpoint, the favorite for over forty-three years.

* SICKROOM
* SUPPLIES
Buy your sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions Elio:1.We carry
a complete stock of quality merchandise at reasbnahle prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that a
prescription receives. Try us.
We we Merck Prewriptiee Morns-al.

113W. MARKET ST.
Mrs. Rae I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

"The more you tell, The more you sell"

tions with us.

Free Delivery

Phone 38

i,,ir,s,‘,:

Car
gnat:

Refrigerators
Water Heaters
Washers

tVith the RC9 Model or the R032 Model you receive a four
piece Stainless Steel Cooking Set—plus a set of Flint Kitchen
Tools with hanging rack.
Liberal Trade-In On Old Range. May be purchased on time
payment.
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Billions Of Eggs
Washington—Farm I ...
nearly five billion egg,
In February, or 2 percent
more than in the same month
in 1948 and 17 pereent above
the 1938-47 average. The increase over the Previous February was due to a 8 percent
large rate of lay, which more
larger rate of lay, which more
er number of layers. Egg production in the first two
months of this year was 4 percent above tt.e same months
a year ago and 23 percent
above average for the period.

paws

to whoever sinaw•ra the
Of th• news.

phone . . . to expedite handling

appy Meeting
casting the hilltop strides the
sun
meet the waiting earth,
nd spend with.her, till day is
done,
s golden money's worth.
e birds in blithe complicity
eir choral tryst renew;
en my heart is thrilled to se.
gay a rendezvous!
J. Monteith Erskii.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Hollowell, Dearborn, Mich., visited his
mother, Mrs. Sarah Hollowell,
Groom street, last weekend, enroute to Southern points for a vacation.

Guests Attend
About 50 guests heard Mrs. Sam
tlett review "The Sig Fisheran" and Miss Nancy Stowers
esent four piano 'selections at
e annual Silver Tea sponsored
ursday night in George Coon
brary by the United Daughters
the Confederacy. Mrs. J. D.
phens was in charge of the
eeting. Presiding at the tea tabwere Miss Minnie Crowder and
'ss Margie Amoss. Decorations
d refreshments followed a St.
trick's Day motif.

liver Tea

HIT ON NOSE—Mrs. Lee Carson
Putnam appears in Superior
Court at New York (March 17)
with a bandaged nose as she
charges her husband Radio Commentator George Carson Putnam
struck her with a coffee pot while
visiting their two-year-old daughter. Mrs. Putnam is suing for a
separation on the ground of alleged desertion, while Mrs. Putnam has counter-moved for similar relief charging cruelty. (AP
Wirephoto)

Business Women's Circle of
rat Baptist Church met Tuesy night, March 15, at the home
Miss Mildred Rogers. Miss Lule Buick and Miss Nancy Mcuirk`were in charge of the pro.
am, "Christ, the Answer to
cial Problems." Miss Louise
11 was enroled a new member. ial hour was under the direction
as Louise Mays was a visitor. of Mrs. S.G. Jarvis, Mrs. Winnie
embers present were Misses Cherry and Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers.
athryn Fancher, Nancy Glenn,
lick, McGuirk and Rogers.

Fredonia Ladies Aid
Meets Thursday Night

urprise Birthday Dinner
A .surprise dinner was given
unday by Mrs. Johnnie Cook,
ross Roads community, in honor
f Mr. Cook's birthday. About
7 guests were present at the potck dinner.

isit From Tennessee

The Ladies Aid Society of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Fredonia, met Thursday night at
the home of Mrs. Ray Wigginton.
During the social hour refreshments were served to Mesdames
Russell Melton, Euclid Quertermous, Malcom Blackburn, Allen
Riley, Cort Henson, Allie Bugg,
Aubrey Litchfield, Dan Bugg, Essie Rucker, Ruth Dunning, Ambie
Fuller, Ray Blackburn, and Jim
Brooks and the hostess.

Misses Martha, Georgia and
aney Abernathy and Mrs. R. D.
bernathy and daughter, Linda,
1 of Pulaski, Tenn., and Mr.
d Mrs. Charles Covington, Dickn, Tenn., were guests last week Minister
Discusses
d of Sam, George, Herschel and
. D. Stephens and families. Mr. Book At Fredonia WMU
A book study on home missions
d Mrs. J. D. Stephens enterined at a family dinner Satur- was presented by the Rev. Holay, and Mr. and Mrs. Sam land Thomas at an all day meeting Friday of the Women's Mistephens entertained Sunday.
sionary Union, Fredonia Baptist
Church. The meeting was in the
omen's Council Meets
church. Present were Mesdames
I Christian Church
J. J. Rogers, Floyd Jones, Bill
"What Makes A Nation Great" King, Charlie Wilson, Charles
as the program of the Women's Brockmeyer, Jr., Arlie Vinson,
•uncil which met Monday night Gene Rogers and T. L. Grubbs and
the basement of First Christ- ie Rev. Mr. Thomas.
Church. Mrs. Clifton Pruett
as in charge of the program and
Miss Florence Gibbs, Paducah,
rs. Lester Cartwright, president, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
resided at the meeting. The soc- Neel, W. Main street.

l

• • •
Mrs. Howard E. Day left Sunday for New Albany, Ind., for a
eek's visit to her sister, Mrs. T.
Corcoran, and family.
• • •
Mrs. Agnes Piercy was the
weekend guest of her son, Ed
Piercy, and Mrs. Piercy, Evansville, Ind.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs, E. W. O'Hara,
were the Sunday evening guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. O'Hara, E.
Main street.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
and Mrs. Amelia Engelhardt
were the Sunday guests of Mrs.
Gertrude Igleheart, Equality.
• • •
Mrs. Sherman Skunberg and
daughter, Minneapolis, Minn., are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Lewis, and her aunt, Mrs.
G. Homer Brown, and Mr. Brown.
• • •
H. H. Gates, Cincinnati, 0.,
was the weekend guest of his
mother, Mrs. John C. Gates.
• • •
Miss Virginia McCaslin is visiting her sister, Mrs. Earl Smith,
St. Louis, Mo.
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. William Bell, Mt.
Vernon, Ind., were the guests last
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Bell.
• • •

ville, spent last weekend with
Wilher parents, Mr.
liam Pickering.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom
and son, Douglas, spent the weekend in Fort Knox as the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John Miller.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs, Melvin Franck
and son, Jerry Gray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Holsapple and children, Hopkinsville, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Bennison and family,
Russellville, Sunday.

Sgt. and Mrs. Nelson Robinson,
Fort Knox, were the weekend
guests of the former's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Robinson.
• •.
Misses Mattye 0. Martin and
Virginia Belt, Dawson Springs,
attended the Kentucky Photographers Convention at the Brown
Hotel, Louisville, this week.
• • •
Mesdames Lowery Caldwell
and daughter, Beverley, and
Cecil Smith and daughter, Patricia, were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• • •
John Chilton Harralson, student at North Carolina State UniMr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood versity, Raleigh, spent the Spring
were in Peryear, Tenn., Sunday. holidays with his parents, Mr. and
• • •
Mrs. Hearne Harrelson, W. Main
Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Cum- street.
mins and sons, Evansville, Ind.,
were the weekend guests of Miss
Miss Arnold Owen, Newnan,
Birch Cummins and Joe Cum- Ga., spent Monday night here, enmins.
route to Poplar Bluff, Mo.
• • •
• • •
Mrs. Gerard Kevil, St. Louis,
Miss Nancy Groom will spend
Mo., is visiting Miss Katharine this weekend with her parents,
Garrett and Miss Mary Wilson Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Groom, N.
Eldred.
Harrison street.
• • •
a

Just Watching
141,. Jtu,..r! wAlvirirlf;

M• .01,1 Mr - t;eolg4

St.
rot,r1,1 Is the
13, rang!,
k'-y .q14. not
Massie ".1
alls its
Ky, hr ha,. Ist.V11 named
11,
Paul Douglas.
here recent..
Clarence Eagan, intE
• • •
Mr. and Mrs, Lendel M. Sher- ficial position by this
rell, Route 1, Fredonia, on the was struck by a flying
birth of a daughter, Joyce Ann, wound required four stitches.
Sunday, March 8. The baby
weighed 10 pounds.
Subscribe to the Leaner
Th of ti S.,r
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Please call No fig and give Items for HO*

wider Congratulates

1U1

liv
I
with
looking
!lice
that int.,ks wrinkled and d wn,
you net d not fear that l',•ther
Tim., has brushed you with his
,:oyth., Actually, the unforf your skin
ayecaorssmoeltdic;
may.be
only
d Wh':.riu find out to what you
are sensitive and avoid it, your
skin should return to a normal
condition, say skin experts.
Some women are hypersensitive to substances which may be
harmless to others. Often it takes
years to find out that you ure allergic to strawberries or pork or
eggs. So it is with some ingrediseenntssita
inercso.7etics which contain

Co,

,s. Is tog to eliminate sensiti
in cosmetics.
Theyfound that some people
were affected by the pigment
used in the product, others were
helped by the elimination of perfume in powders and lipsticks.
However, always there were a
great many who were not helped,
until recently, when unscented
cosmetics containing none of the
sensitizers made their appearance
on cosmetics shelves. Now everything from shampoo to leg lotion
can be obtained by hypersentitive
cosmetic users.
Chemist J. M. Kahn, who
worked for 7 years on the development of hypo-allergenic cosmetics, says:
"Some cosmetics can cause
dermatological, respiratory
or
gastro-intestinal allergic reactions
in sensitive individuals. This can
be fissuring, scaling and other
outbreaks e the skin. Respiratory
symptoms simulate hay fever and
asthma, caused by the inhalants
of particles such as powder, and
of odors. Chronic sneezing often
is the tip-off of sensitivity to
powder. Gastro intestinal symptoms may arise from even a small
amount of lipstick licked from
the lips."

Case histories cited in American Medical Association journals
from time to time reveal peculiar vary.ner symptoms. One w:man who aad a recurrent hivea
condition on face, neck, arms and
legs for more than six years,
fizAally cured herself by living in
an atmosphere entirely free from
Perfume to which she was sensitive. Another woman who had
eruptions on the face was found
The willow tree will flourish in
to have allergy to a lipstick dye.
She was aided by a new 1.pstick. almost any type of soil provided
Strangely enough there was the it has sufficient water.
case of a man who had scaly
eruptions of the scalp and face
11.1 /k\
I )11 ( .111
and only after a short yucation
from his wife, whin the lesions
cisappeared, d!ii he discover that
he was
to her co,meties.
111111'11
Hair dve-.:, are often of4enders.
Doctors frequently ' recommend
that a patch test be made with the
dye to be used before lashes,
brow or hair of the head are
dyed.
Permanent wave solutions can
Yes — have faster-growing,
cause trouble.
sturdier chicks this year. Use
Nail polish removers, In some
Dr. Salsbury's REN-0-SAL in
instances, cause peeling and splitthe water right from the start.
ting of the fingernails. Nail poleconomical.
Easy le use
ishes have been known to cause
In larger doses,
lesions around eyes, nose, mouth,
REN -0- SAL preears, chin and neck. The user of
up all other cosmetics from powvents cecal coccidithe nail polish is likely to give
osis. So get double
der to mascara, never thinking
benefits with RENthat the lacquer on her fingertips
O-SAL.
tmitay
is, be the cause of the dermaWOOD DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.
Some women have had to go Phone 611
entirely free of lipstick because

A

Centoat th•
Whote World Lovett

FRI., MARCH 25
8:15 P. M.
Butler Ili School
Auditorium

St
Wylie & Williamson, Wood Drug
Corner Drug Store
$1.110
Res Seats $2.40 and
General Adm. $1.80

Let your hair peek through Thornton s attractive
pineapple straw with the fetching bonnet brim.

$6.95
WICAR SON
E. Ninth Street

(Incorporated)
flopkinavIlle, Ky.

• •

Bob Taylor, student at VanderJ. K. Johnson was in Ja5kson,
bilt University, Nashville, and Miss., this week on business.
his roommate,
Jack Reeves,
• • •
Tampa, Fla., spent last weekend
Miss Lou Neli Russell, Western
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ,State College, Bowling Green,
Rumsey Taylor, Locust street.
was the weekend guest of her
• • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rust‘':Ietty Jo Linton, student at sell.
Agnes Scott College, Atlanta,
• • •
spent spring holidays with her
Mrs. E. W. List, Bristolville, 0.,
parents, Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Lin- was the guests last week of Mrs
ton, Locust street.
John C. Gates. This was Mrs.
• • •
List's first visit in 18 years.
Miss Jo &an Pickering, student
Vanderbilt University, NashattendMiss RobertLee.Beck
e as
ed funeral services of a friend
last week in Munfordville.
• • •
Mrs. Sam W. Clements, Uniontown, mother of Father Richard
Clements, spent weekend with
Mrs. Will Loftus and Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Nichols.

WASH
AND

Create A Stir
In Iridescent Shantung

----mowIlmunt.

IRON
THE

DAY!
The G-E All-Automatic Washer
spin dries ready for twang
Before ybor buy any outoeiatic washer,
see 11,1s General Fleerk morsel She
soaks, washes, rinses -- thee spin.
dries many pieces reedy for ironing
oll -automatically!
It', tops le autonsatk washing.

COOL CASUAL
Headline your junior figure
in fashion-new Iridescent rayon

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Princeton Lumber
Company

shantung, Cucumber cool...
picture pretty ... this one-plece
dress has a beautifully unruffled,
on-into-summer point of viewl

Phone 260

Junior sizes 9 tc IS.

POCKET EDITION
Deep. Shimmering with
golden undertone Wonderful
with white!

To be seen everywhisrei
Iridescent rayon shantung,
squarely pocketing its fashion
Importance ...you, looking your
prettiest now and through balmy

Soft and misty, for pale
colors and partel prints.
Intense grey beige. to
harmonize with blues,
reds, guess.
Late spring twilight,
perfect for black.
nary, deep grey.

days to come.
WANT TO GIVE YOUR
PARTY EXTRA CHARM
AND DISTINCTION?

Junior sizes 9 to 15.

$12.95
other Carole King Juniors from $8.93
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MINI 103J •103W •
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Decorative
then refilling with corn in
feeding value to choice third -cut- and
begun with M.
September.
federation notes that major
ewes.
wintering
ting alfalfa, for
Egypt
changes include enactment of
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Alfalfa allege fed as the only
_
new tobacco taxes by 18 States
in
roughage to steers, fattened
and new sales taxes in four. Todrylut, was 12 to 15 percent more
bacco taxes now are collected by
valuable than alfalfa hay produced at the same time from the
39 States, with 27 now taxing
sales.
same field.
The price of blacketrap molasIncome-taxing States hove reFarmers already using silos and
Tobacco And Income
Sea has dropped to a point where equipment to make corn silage
mained fairly stable throughout
Levies Also Heavily
the last decade. In the 10-year
stockmen at the Agricultural Ex- should consider making grass silperiod 1938-48, South Dakota and
periment Station, University of age in May or June, it was pointFavored In Majority
West Virginia repealed their inKentucky, again are recommend- ed out, feeding this out during
Of States
come taxes while Rhode Island
ing that it be used in silage made the usual late-summer drought,
Chicago—More States are rely- adopted an income tax as an alfrom grass, alfalfa, clovers and
ing on sales taxes to help produce ternate way of taxing corporaother crops
A lot of bluegrass could be savoperating revenues, the Federa- tions. Rhode Island's adoption
to 34 the number of
ed for feed by making it into siltion of Tax Administrators re- brought
States taxing incomes.
age in May and June, it is stated.
You may need insurports.
The increased adoption of exAlso much alfalfa and clover
ance only ONE DAY in
Citing a recent study of State
new sources
could be saved if turned into sila lifetime but that's the
tax trends of the last decade, the cises by the State, as
of revenue is a continuation of
age, now that molasses again is
day when it is of prime
the trend that began with the deto be had at a reasonable price.
importance that you
pression. In fiscal 1948, the four
Much of the first cutting often
have adequate covermajor State excises—those on
is damaged by rain.
age, plus an active
general sales, motor fuel, alcoholThe Experiment Station has
agent who will take
ic beverages, and tobacco— profound bluegrass silage to make
care of your interests
total
the
half
than
duced more
better feed than corn silage, alwith knowledge and
You can't get it by wire
State tax collection, excluding
falfa silage or fescue silage. A
speed. We offer servlevpensation
unemployment-com
three-ton-an-acre cutting of
ice like that.
After your home's on firs. ies.
bluegrass taken off about the
The cash register said "No Sale", but actually the pharmacai chat
The percentage naming unemmiddle of May had as much feedup the biggest sale of the day ... he had helped sell a man back hik
ployment varied considerably
Get It Here
ing value as 33 bushels of yellow
health, his happiness ... fact, his life.
from section to section.
corn.
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
It had been a busy morning in the prescription room, but the phar.
Midand
England
New
the
In
first
cutting
alfalfa,
of
The
Where the Golden Rule
macist was aware of a man who stood near the telephone booth ke
PNONI el
Ill WISI MAME? SI
dle Atlantic area combined, it
made into silage, even though
quite a time, apparently looking up numbers in the directory.
was 13 percent, as compared with
weedy and stemmy, was equal in
Applies.
as there were no other customers within hearing, he &ppm:vivre the
lows of 7 percent in the South
counter saying: "I think I may have a venereal disease ... will gou pot fig
and 5 percent in the West Censomething I can take to clear it up?"
tral area.
The pharmacist took the customer aside where they could talk euiedy
Statistics issued by the Federal
and inconspicuously. In a friendly manner he talked to him about thus
government and by other sources
4
diseases. He explained their dangers quite frankly. He told hiru the
have indicated an increase in untruth—there are no drugs which will cure venereal diseases that we We fir
employment since last autumn. TRUMAN GOES FISHING—President Harry S. Truman (left) and
-medication. But he also explained that medical science has developed
White
Ins. Agency
"Ldttle
the
leave
self
advisor,
Steelman,
R.
presidential
John
unthe
that
Present estimates are
drugs which, in the hands of a doctor, materially reduce de
modern
Navy
a
aboard
fishing
a
for
expedition
Fla,
West,
Key
at
House"
employment figure exceeds 3,000,to treat these diseases.
required
'
time
Wirephoto)
(AP
16-pound
Truman
a
barracuda.
caught
boat.
crash
Phone 54
000. Some forecasters think it,
... sold him on going to a physiear,
The pharmacist sold that customer.
may go to 4,000,000 in the spring. the vital issues. In these surveys,
— ii7 W. Main St
for effective treatment that would rehabilitate his health, ins (slay
In previous years, the Institute
Princeton, Ky.
the question has dealt with vital
life, and his usefulness to society. With those few minutes of advice tie
has conducted a number of surpharmacist sold that man back his life.
veys asking the public to rate issues facing the nation, rather
It was the biggest sale he made last Tuesday. Giving &Is ndahlthan the individual sections.
professional advice is. butone phase of your pharmacist's contributioe
During the period from 1935
to public health and welfare of your community.—Reprined fras
Washington— AP — Kentucto 1937, unemployment turned
copyrighted advertisement published by Parks, Davis & Company, Del*,
up in first place. In 1939, unem- ky's farmers took in $98,493,000
Michigan.
ployment slipped into second from January marketings, the agplace as the problem of staying riculture department reports.
(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins. Office)
out of war became paramount.
This is almost $15,000,000 above
income realized in the same
the
6
only
The United States, with
percent of the world's land area, month last year.
produces 60 percent of the world's
Indiana and Tennessee farmwheat.
ers didn't do as well.
The Hoosier farm income in
The world wheat crop last
year was about 4 percent above January was $69,841,000 against
$81,614,000 a year ago. Tennessee
the pre-war average.
marketing totaled $46,299,000
against $49,374,000 in 1948.
Kentucky's total was made up
of $81,435,000 from crops and $17,085,000 from livestock and livestock products. The 1948 figures,
respectively, were $64,919,000 and
$18,824,000.
The bulk of Tennessee's farm
income also came from crops, the
If extra expenses are worrying you . . . let us relieve your
amount being $32,349,000. Only
mind with a friendly cash loan Simply phone and tell us how
$13,950,000 resulted from livemuch you need We can probably have the money ready by
stock sales. A year ago the totals
the time you get here. You'll like our prompt, confidential
were $35,731,000 and $15,643,000,
•
service
•
CALL US FOR
respectively.
GET AHEAD by taking advantage of our Personalized Fnars•
PROMPT, SAFE
•
The major share of Indiana's
dal Service for Families and Individuals. For borrowers or
•
farm income, $51,533,000, came
• LONG-DISTANCE
non-borrowers, without cost or obligation. Phone or come in
from livestock sales. Crops profor complete information.
lip
SERVICE
• MOVING
duced only $18,308,000. CofparaAvfkortsed Agoni for
•
tive amounts for 1948 were $63,578,000 from livestock and $18,036,000 from crops.
"C.!IA Akalintialtalliarib

Price Drop Makes
Molasses Useful
In Grass Silage

More States Are
Relying On Sales
Tax For Revenue

Insurance

HIS BIGGEST SALE LAST TUESDAY

C. A. Woodall

Farm Income Up
During January

LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes in
RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.
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PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

Phone 126

(FMGLO MIRACLE LUSTRE
FINISH LOOKS AND WASHES
11111A11011AM11.1
Amazini NEW paint discovery by the makers ofifor7rar

:
• Clipper

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

106 E. Court Square

Phone 470

Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

Contact
Wales remained an independJAMES D. MASHBURN
ent principality, ruled by native
Princeton, Ky. princes, until Edward 1 subdued
Phone 893
it in 1282 and gave it to his infant son, "The Prince of Wales'.

2 QM KUA-GLO DO BATHROOM'

Rich, lustrous ... easy-to-keep-clean finish
for kitchens, bathrooms and finest woodwork
PAINT TRIUMPH OF THE tENTURY—that'a
KIRIN -GLO! It looks for all the world like baked
enamel! So smooth! So lustrouil Such satiny
gloes!
MASHES LIKE BAKED ENAMEL! Dirt washes
off KEM-GLO'S porcelain-smooth surface like
magic!
SO EASY TO USE! KEM-C1.0 flows on like
a breeze! One coat does it over most surfaces!
No primer, no undercoater needed!
BEAUTIFUL! ICE111-GIO colors are decorajor
colors! They give walls and woodwork a new,
new look that lasts and lasts! K EM-C1.0 Stay
White—really stays white! Will not turn yellow!

PUNISHING TESTS
PROVE
KEM-GLO
CAN TAKE IT!

Willys-Overland's policy of avoiding wasteful
yearly model changes— plus new economies
In manufacturing and materials—make possible

new low prices that car and truck buyers will
welcome. You'll keep on saving, month after
month, year after year, with these vehicles
that are world-famous for low-cost operation
and maintenance. Owners of the 360,000
Willys-Overland vehicles built since the war
will vouch for that!
Come in now and see the money-saving
price tags on 'Jeep' Station Wagons, 'Jeep'
Trucks, the Universal 'Jeep' and the Jeepster.

• An an-in -one th
the•wir, .ry„
th,t LIFE founds t

feminine

smoothncs
to knee. Broad secti
Pve tailored -in c
comfort, the famous
lot,molds, cc,„ects.
Lenin weight y
kg-wearing, Sires
Tilos listening A s
nikourne for the rn(
teserous sore.

ONE GALLON Of KEN-GLO DOES THE AVERAGE KITCHEN—WALLS, WOODWORK, (LIPBOARVI

Now America's Most Useful
Vehicles Cost Less to Buy
As Well As Less to Run!
•

HEAVIER

Locks Oat G

EASY TO APPLY!
ONE COAT COVERS!
NO PRIMER!
NO UNDERCOATER!
DRIES-3 TO 4 HOURS!
WASHABLE! SCRUBBABLE I
READY TO APPLY!

!

OtesTI.ta Selling Water!

4/4919/ LOVELY /YEW/
DECORATOR STYLED COLORS
FOR LIVING ROOMS, DINING ROOMS, BEDROOMS

Dirt Wipes Off!

Resists Stam.

Kew Terse Seller-Kostel
QS.

finish

Insist on genu re
Kern-Tone and
genuine Kern-Giol

BLACKBURN MOTOR SALES
WASHINGTON STREET

. Phone 321

24,190,
ursda , March 24 1949
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Mrs. Junior Thompson is visiting her mother, Mrs Moore, new
Paducah.
Mrs. J. C. Thompson and little
son, Stassen, spent Tuesday night
with Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Thompson.
Mrs. Tylene Gray and children
spent Sunday afternoon of last
week with Mrs. Woodrow Gray.
A large crowd attended the
sale Thursday at the home of the
late Douglas LaNeave.
The church held its regular
Bible study meeting Wednesday
r.ight.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Wynn and
children, David and Brenda, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Oliver and daughter, Lynda, called on Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Fox and children
Thursday evening.

ily Mrs. J. T. Wynn
Leon Gresham, Confedte, spent Monday with Mr.
Mrs. Carter Johnston.
obert Byrd, son of George
d, who has been residing at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
rett, has enlisted in the Unitstates Army and is stationed
Fort Knox.
s. George Byrd and daughter
v. and Mrs. Tylene Gray spent
dnesday afternoon with Mrs.
Oliver and daughter, Lynda.
s. Euna Mayhugh and son,
le, called on Mr. and Mrs.
ble Cummins, Confederate,
day night.
r. and Mrs. Duran Martin
e in Cadiz Monday nidht.
A titiozseope is used in some
T. Wynn called on Walter
shoe factories to locate loose tacks
rice Wednesday afternoon.
r. and Mrs. Martin Oliver in the feet of shoes.
Some 1,100 forest fires are ,
fered a total loss Wednesday
rning when their brooder caused by lightning each year in I
se and 300 baby chicks were the northern Rocky Mountain
troyed by fire.
area.
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FOR SALE!
Priced To Sell
)rooms and bath (home on Green street)

$6000.00

C. A. WOODALL

1.

74'4
4-foundation
geouilied -ae
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Homemakers News Pulp Fiber Chairs
Crider
Cut Labor Cost

• •
EGYPT
'
ANGLO'',
EGYPTIAN

UK Law College Offers
New Legal Training

Under a new plan just adopted
Crider Homemakers Club met
by the University of Kentucky
at 10 o'clock Wednesday morning,
College of Law, four of the ColMarch 16, at the home of Mrs. Chicago Research Found- lege's most outstanding students
each year will have the opporation Makes OneRaymond Phelps. Members pretunity to argue cases before the
pared a meatless meal which was Piece Furniture
Kentucky Court of Appeals. Purserved buffet style.
Chicago--A new technique for pose of the new
arrangement is
making
furniture
has
been
deAfter lunch Mrs. Phelps, presito provide students with practical
dent, presided over the meeting. veloped by the Armour Research training and experience on the
Attention was given to the pro- Foundation. It is aimed at the appelate level. This program will
gram for the coming year.
mass production of strong fiber supplement the work of the ColMrs. A. D. McElroy told of the
lege's practice court which is
furniture
at low costs.
organization of the Fredonia
conducted on the trial level.
Combination backs and seats
Homemakers Club. The food
leaders, Mrs. J. C. Meyers and for chairs have been produced in the proper pigment.
"We feel we have done someMrs. Ralph Griffin, explained the one piece in a pilot plant. The
planning and serving of foods. In process works like this:
thing revolutionary," says LayWood pulp similar to that used ton C. Kinney, supervisor
the absence of the recreation
of
leader, Miss Wilma Vandiver, in paper mills is put in a beater
chemical research. "It's largely
home demonstration agent, led the and broken down. The beaten
pulp is placed in a felting tank an automatic process—a step in
group in the playing of games.
Present were Mesdames Wil- and diluted with water. Suction the direction of an automatic
liam Coleman, Ralph Griffin, draws the pulp fibers to a die factory."
Floyd Dunbar, Harlan Ennis, A. that is covered like the back and
He figures that making a chair
D. McElroy, J. C. Meyers, Arlie seat of the chair. The fibers ac- in
one or two parts would cut
cumulate
on the screen in the
Vinson, Herbert Williams, Hugh
Assembly
work to a minimum
Yates, S. G. Wigginton, Argel shape of the die and build up to
and that making it without joints,
Nelson and Dick Son, Misses the desired thickness.
The die is removed from the would eliminate weak spots.
Grace Adamson and Wilma Van"An article turned out by this
tank and the mat of fibers that
diver and the hostess.
The April meeting, an all-day formed on it is separated from process," he says, "would be
affair with buffet luncheon, will the die by compressed air. The cheaper and longer lasting." The
be at the home of Mrs. Herbert mat—called a preform—is dipped same methods Fould be used, he
in a resinous solution until it is says, to make drawers and coffee
Williams.
completely saturated. Then it is and end tables.
cured in an oven. If a smoother
Lebanon
finish is wanted the preform can
WOMB'S
One of the most important and be put in a
hydraulic molding
challenging jobs of the homemakpress and subjected to high preser's week is the planning of sure
and high temperature.
healthful meals. Realizing the
The result is a one-piece back
What to do for Woman's
need for well-planned meals 13 and a seat
that can be made into problem, functional monthly oldest
paint
Lebanon Homemakers met with a
complete chair by fastening it Many a girl and woman has found
Mrs. Robert Pickering at 6 to a one-piece
metal leg unit with the answer in Caesura 2-way help.
o'clock Friday afternoon, March screws.
You see, CAIDT3 may make things
11, and cooked and served a nuResearchers say they could pro- Iota easier for you in either of two
tritional supper under the guid- duce
a whole chair by the same ways: (1) started 3 days before
ance of Mrs. Pollard Thompson method if they used
a die de- 'your time" and taken as directed
and Mrs. Virgil Phelps, foods signed for that purpose.
on the label, it should help relieve
They
leaders.
also say they could turn out functional periodic pain; 0) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
"To a great extent our health, chairs in any
color by adding it should improve your appetite, aid
learning ability and happy relations with other people depend on Owens, Roger Pickering, Cash digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
the food we eat for breakfast, Gray and Hugh Murphy, Miss
come. Curren Is scientifically predinner and supper," said Mrs. Wilma Vandiver, Sue Pickering, pared and scientifically tested,
II
Phelps. "For buoyant health we Ramona Pickering, Rayburn you suffer at those cortain times".
need planned meals every day, Pickering and Betty Gray.
pt OAID171 today.
not just on Sunday."
Present were Mesdames M. C.
Cartwright, T. A. Ladd, Vernon
Taylor, Clay Scott, George Markoff, Virgil Phelps, Pollard Thompson, M. J. Glass, Howard PickerPickering, Glen A.
ing, Tilii
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Wire Fence - - - Barb Wire
Wire Stretchers - - - Nails and Staples

dAt
PRINCETON, KY.

Garden Wire - - - Poultry Netting
Field Seed - - - Seed Sowers

Announce an advance showing of the newest Spring and Summer
fabrics, especially colorful assortments of the latest materials far

Armour's and Cumberland Fertilizer

Sports and Mid-Summer wear, suitable for Ladies and Gentlemen
and tailored in the incomparable manner and Gentlemen and

Harness - - - Plow Gear

and tailored in the incomparable manner
-Kosi
01
h
US.
7010
enu.re

Breaking Plows - - - Plow Repairs
Garden Seed - - - Seed Potatoes
Garden Forks - - - Rakes

Syracuse, N. Y.—AP—Marty
Crandell, Syracuse University
sophomore heavyweight boxer,
already has beaten two champions this season. He knocked out
former national champ Art Saey
of The University of Miami, and
decisioned Chuck Drazenovich,
Penn State's eastern heavy king.

—the Amazing
DRAIN PIPE KLEENER
• Dissolves Hair
• Liquefies Grease
for: SLUGGISH DRAINS
—CLOGGED DRAINS
—SANITARY PURPOSES
Ryer, home and pla, .( hualurn tint the

. for being so good 'n tasty,
so healthy'n nutritious. School
children need the rich, bodybuilding nourishment of milk
Serve YOUR child milk every day.
It's a treat. It's healthy.

Princeton Creamery
Phone 161

1

We always have
the perfect slip
for your figure
by

6402

It's C.orette's famous bias-straight slip!—and we're
making sure it's always available in any size. Fitted bias
top and midriff—free-swinging straight-cut skirt that
stays down. Bur-Mil lustrous rayon supetrrepe in white,
pink, blue, blind( or navy, each delicately embroidered
and appliqued at the top.

Velvet Green Lawn Fertilizer

CENICINNATI

Kemtone Paint - - - Kemglo Enamel

For figures up to P4'with Web
Sizes 31 to 35, petite

For Complete Hardware Service

For figures 5'5' to 5'7' with hew..
Size* 32 to 44, average

Shop

Foe figure. 5'7' and up with heels
&see 12 to 40, tall

lust

will be in attendance with full length woolen drapes

•

"King-Of-All"

1760 raided,

THE GLOBE TAILORING COMPANY

Master of the Tapeline

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,
MARCH 30th and 31st

WARI CO.
HARD(Incorporated/
Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinaville, Kentucky

a species of

MILK

Lawn Grass - - - Lawn Mowers

Mr. Jos. T. Boyd

Is
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Marty Crandon Wins
Over Two Champions

old problem
relieved by 2-way help

• An all -in -one
that slenderizes
all -the -way. Larger
figures find
this LIFE
foundation insures
feminine smoothness from
chest
to knee. Broad
sections of elastic
give tailored -in
control with
comfort, the famous
lafe-Bra top
lifts molds, corrects,
Lig ht in weight yetholds.
sturdy and
long- wearing. Sizes
35 to 46.
Talon fastening. A
smarter
silhouette for the more
generous figure.

Sula and Eliza Nall

QUIRT

1

4

110W NATIONS SANE Up 'UNDER SE( t RITY PACT—Countries shown in black are those
expected
to be united under the North Atlantic Security pact, details of which were made public March 18.
Shaded countries are those under the domination of Soviet Russia. The treaty would
pledge the
United States and allied nations to resist automatically an "armed attack" against any one of them—
possibly by the "use of armed force". Each nation would decide for itself whether military
force
was "necessary". The unprecedented treaty is expected' to be signed by the U. S. and seven
other
countries about April 4. (AP Wirephoto)

house with bath; 20 acres, nice outbuild1 2 miles from city limits.

117 W. MAIN ST.

ROOM!
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COMMONWEALTH OF KY.,
DEPT. OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Reeled bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky
until 10;00 A. M. Central Standard Tinie on the 8th day of April,
1949, at which time bids will be
publicly opened and read for the
improvement of:
SP-MP GROUP 12 (1949)
Caldwell County, MP 17-2
The Princeton-Shady Grove
Road, from KY 91 approximately
3 miles NW of Princeton to WCL
Farmersville, 4.400 miles. C-1 Mix,
2820 tons.
Caldwell County, SP 17-22
Princeton-Fryer Road, from
NCL Princeton to Schoolhouse at
Fryer, 10.998 miles. C-1 Mix,
5800 tons.
Caldwell County, SP 17-22
Princeton-Fryer Road from US
82 in Princeton to NCL Princeton, 0.401 mile. C-1 Mix, 210 tons.
Crittenden County, SP 23-26
Mexica-Dycusburg Road from
KY 91 to SW edge of Frances, 4.412 miles. C-1 Mix, 2360 tons.
Crittenden County, MP 23-146-D
Marion-Elizabethtown
Ferry
Road from US 60 to N edge of
Sheridan, 4.200 miles, C-1 Patching 1050 tons, A-2 Seal, 550 tons.
Crittenden County, MP 28-186-F
Marion-Cave in Rock Road
from NCL Marion and extending
north 1 255 miles. A-2 Seal, 165
tons.
Crittenden County, SP 28-186
Marion-Cave in Rock Road
from 1.255 miles N of Marion to
Ohio River at Cave in Rock, 9.652
miles. C-1 Mix, 6370 tons, A-2
Seal 1020 tons.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements and necessity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
covering subletting or assigning
the contract and the Department's
regulation which prohibits the issuance of proposals after 4:30 P.
M., on the day preceding the opening of bids.
The quantities listed are intended to indicate the approximate volume of the proposed
work. See the bid forms for final
computed estimates. Alternate
bids on bituminous surfacing
types will be received, if the
Department so elects and includes
a provision for alternates in the

Phone EU

The Exclusive Ladies' Store

HOPKTNSVILLE, KY.

$4.95

March 24, 1
ours
oda4,000,-

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Stronger Market
Is Seen For Farm
Products In 1949
Lexington—AP—Stronger markets for farm products in the next
quarter of 1949 were forecast by
the University of Kentucky department of markets and rural
finance.
The markets are entering a period when supply factors customarily operate to strengthen prices, a departmental report to
Kentucky farmers set out. Grains,
cotton, hogs and lambs are in an
especially favorable position, it
said.
"The weakening tendencies oi
commodities in recent months are
likely to be reversed in the
months immediately ahead," the
report stated. "However, the
broadening of buyers' markets
now to include most commodities creates a situation different
from that of the past two years,
making it unlikely that prices
will be .sharply higher or that
the long-time trend toward generally lower commodity prices

Bill Mick

will be reversed in 1949.
Forces that caused the postwar boom to level off in 1948 are
still operating, according to the
report. These were listed as increased production at home and
abroad, reduction of the balance
between imports and exports,
stabilization of the supply money
and credit, rising consumer resistance to prices, and growing
awareness among farmers, businessmen and labor of the possibilities of delation.
The situation among individual
commodities were listed as:
Cattle: Prices of better grades
expected to show some seasonal
weakness in next- few weeks
while lower and lightweight
grades will remain near present
levels.
Hogs: Receipts during next
month to six weeks will be lower as marketing shift from 1948
spring pig crop to the fall crop.
Prices should show some strength,
but perhaps less than usual at
this time of year, due mainly to
consumer resistance to high pork
prices.
Lambs: Prices expected to continue at or slightly above present
high level, but customary substantial March-April rise ruled
out because of consumer resistance.
4
Dairy: Somewhat lower prices
for milk and butterfat expected
as result of increased seasonal
oduction and heavy storage

Recipe Of-The Week

Fredonia News

Although there is nothing much
more delicious than home-canned
peaches, even they get a little
monotonous at this time of year.
Here is a suggestion from Mrs.
Pearl Haak, specialist in foods at
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky, on how to vary them.
Stuffed Canned Peaches
8 peach halves
1-2 cup raisins
1 egg white
2 tablespoons sugar
Soak raisins in warm water to
cover for 10 minutes. Place
peach halves in baking dish with
cut sides up. Drain raisins and
fill peach center:, with them. Cover with meringue made by beating egg white to which sugar is
slowly added. Bake in slow oven,
325 degrees, for 15 to 20 minutes,
or until meringue is golden
brown. Makes eight servings.
Menu: Roast pork with gravy,
baked sweet potatoes, buttered
turnips, congealed vegetable salad, biscuits, butter and baked
stuffed canned peaches.

it's
right
when it's
wallpaper

WANT A
'LOVE-AT-Fl RST-SIGHT—
KITCHEN?
Ilere's How to Start It:

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

wicarson
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Bet-

highest and best bidder. Sealed bids will be received for the purchase of said property at the
Farmers National Bank in Princeton, Kentucky,
to and including the 12th day of April, 1949, and
then opened. Said bids must be accompanied
by a certified check for at least ten percent
(10%)of the amount of the bid or offer. Checks
of unsuccessful bidders to be returned. The
right to reject any and all bids is hereby reserved.
Said sale to be made subject to the Order of the
Caldwell Circuit Court and subject to a lease of
the Red Front Cash and Carry Stores, Inc., expiring May 31, 1950.
Witness our hands, this the 21st day of March,
1949.

ter Merchandise"
.txclusively yours

BANK Of PRINCETON, KY.
By J. B. Lester, President

FARMERS NATIONAL

(Incorporated)

Morton Pantryett•a with
smooth•gliding gloss doors—
no more bumped browsl
sly• Tololit• floods work spot*
below with shadowless light;
sends soft glow through sh•lves
oboe*. No other wall cabinet
is like this!
$00.00
Simeon/ Peetryett• wok.,
clever wit of spot.. about.
refrigeweler.
$00.00
Marv•leusly conveini•nt
Mettler. Sato Cabinsit boo
quip. 111,01.161 top, edged with
etoleless st••I. Contoor•ri
front, for Lute and to. room.
$00.00

Hamby's Electric Service & Supply Co.
213 N. Harrison St.

of fur
from the sale
$rnbeancth0000eu,t

Phone 707

Delivery—

McGOUGH PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
W. ('ourt Square

Phone 762
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Princeton and Caldwell County

The F
. . LINCOLN
6-Pass. Coupe
Sport Sedan
Town Sedan
Convertible

$2950.00
$3000.00
$3000.00
$3275.00

MERCURY
6-Pass. Coupe . . . .
Sport Sedan
Convertible
Station Wagon . .

$2325.00
$2375.00
$2775.00
$2995 00

We would like to have your car for our used car customers
is NOT required.

•

Place your order now, and we will give you
an honest estimate
about delivery of your car.
It is not our policy to load any car with
unwanted accessories
that is a matter of your choice.
1-3 down and up to 18 months to pay.

"SALES - SERVICE - PARTS - USED CARS"
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

C

i one
bkf

Hopkinsville Lincoln - Mercury, Incorporated
Highway 41-W

ex the vast orga

14Ationg
leave. other things, th
hind, food, sight-seeing

DEALER FOR

Here's Our Policy:
1111111111PRICE:
LINCOLN COSMOPOLITAN
6-Pass. Coupe
$3480.00
Sport Sedan
$3530.00
Town Sedan
$3530.00
Convertible
$4200.00
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LitiGOLN AND MINI

Trade-In—

. . . but It can be
perfect when it's wallpaper
if you take advantage of
our trained decorating
specialists. They will suggest ways for you to
achieve superhir effects
with the largest decorative unit in your home —
your walls — with wallpaper.
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This price includes oil filter, oil bath, air cleaner, wheel rings, grill guards,
federal tax, conditioning, road lamps «
Mercury), transportation and freight. (Prices are subject to change).

.. . and the styling, convenience, and quality of these
Morton units are nipr. Do let us show you.
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NOTICE OF SALE

PRESIDENT GREETS JO NSON—Pres ent Truman (left) shakes hands with Louis A. Johnson,
who has been nominated to be secretary of defense, at national airport in Washington. Attorney
General Tom Clark stands beside Johnson. Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer (wearing
glasses) is in center background. The cabinet of ficers met the chief executive upon his return by
air from a Florida vacation. (AP Wirephoto)

Hopkinsville Lincoln-Mercury
Incorporated

"Refrigerator Center." Nogroping with this grouping—.
there's a right place for everything. A brilliant idea
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HYBRID
SEED CORN

Pantryenes
and Base Cabinets. You buy them separately,
but they
6t together like Junior's building blocks.
Pantryettes
so up like pictures, Base Cabinets move in like
furniture. If you rent, they're yours if you move.
Sounds
wonderful,and ill You might start with this dream of
a

SO

H. C. P'POOL

Rev. Virgil Lawerence and son, ces.
Fay and Morris Buchannan,
Bowling Green, were the weekend guests of,Rev. and Mrs. Ray Louisville, visited friends in
Wigginton. Rev. Lawerence filled town for a short time last week.
the Rev. Mr. Wigginton's pulpit They were reared here and were
Arnold Ligon Truck Line Sunday morning and evening. glad to be back greeting old
Contact
109 Short Street
Adrian Faught and son, Nor- friends.
JAMES D MASHBURN
Mrs. Clarence Rustin, of near
Lee, visited his brother in
man
Hy.
Princeton.
Phone 893
an Owensboro hospital Friday. ,Enon, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
They returned home Saturday.
Messrs. Elmo, Nema and El- York, and family.
Earl Green is the owner of a
vin Norman, of Mr. Home, Ark.,
spent the weekend with their new Plymouth.
Mr. D. W. Hodge, Corpus Chrisfather, T. A. Norman and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rogers and ti, Tex., is visiting his daughter,
children and Mr. and Mrs. Has- Mrs. T. R. Feagan, and Mr. Feakel Travis and son spent Sunday flanMr. and Mrs. Raymond Canas guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
Kirkwood, near Dawson Springs. non, Nashville, Tenn., spent the
Ky. 203
Mr. Leaman Lowery, Evans- weekend with Mrs. Cannon's
Ky. 69
ville, Ind., spent last week with mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackhis mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry, and
Ky. 103
burn and daughters, Janet and
family.
U.S. 13
Little Charles Wayne•Querter- Marilyn, were dinner guests of
mous has returned home after Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
spending last week with his Sunday.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and daughgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. RayM-5
ter, Carolyn, have returned home
mond Moore, Groves Center.
Y-103
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and after spending a week in Gary,
daughter, Doris, Mrs. Cecil Brash- Ind.
U. S. - 13
Mr. and Mrs. Talley Baker have
er and Mrs. Byrd M. Guess were
M-33-Y
in Hopkinsville shopping, Friday. moved to the house recently va- UK Students Observe
Dinner guests of Mrs. Ambie cated by Mr. Sisco. The property Religious Week
Purcell's 844
Fuller Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. belongs to Mrs. Bernice Akridge.
Religious Emphasis Week, a
A Variety To Suit Your Needs
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora period
L. Simpkins and children, Frandevoted to the value and
See Us Before You Buy
Young left Sunday for Owenschallenge of religion in the life of
stocks.
boro, where they will spend this
Poultry and eggs: Prices for week as guests of their brotfier, today's college student, is being
observed this week by students,
roasting chickens and hens prob- Polk Young, and Mrs. Young.
faculty and staff of the University
ably will fluctuate around presMr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
ent levels during next few weeks. Bowling Green, were the weekend of Kentucky. Sponsored by the
(Incorporated)
Egg prices expected to remain guests of his mother, Mrs. Ambie UK Inter-Faith Council, the conference program includes forms,
Phone 115
West Seventh Street at Cleveland Avenue
steady, but lower quality eggs Fuller.
lectures and discussions by KenHOPKINSVILLE
face decline when warm weather
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hughes tucky
and Ohio religious and lay
arrives.
and son, Charlie Bob, and Mr.
leaders.
and Mrs. Thomas Hughes and
son, Tommy, all of Princeton, Garrett, Houkinsville, Mrs. Fowvisited Mr .and Mrs. Anthony ler Combs, Pembroke, D. W.
"My dear... it's the
Hughes Sunday.
Hodge, Corpus Christi, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran
cleverest kitchen idea ever!"
and son, John Parr, Marion, visitTry a Leader Classified Ad!
ed her mother, Mrs. Florence
Parr, Sunday afternoon.
E. T. Lobb spent Sunday with
his aunt, Mrs. Tom Stephenson,
and Mr. Stepheson, Mexico, Sunday.
Miss Rachel Turley spent Friday night with Miss Dorothy
Parr,
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Fletcher
have moved to the home of ars.
Tom Young on the Marion road.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawerence Blackburn have moved to the home vacated by the Fletchers.
Sunday dinner -guests' of'Mr.,
and Mrs. T. R. Feagan were Mrs.
J. L. Feagan, Mr. and Mrs. Joe

•It's easy,with these wonderful new Morton

Deci
omething

Teacher Shortage
Remains Acute In
Kentucky, Report

Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE
•

•

The legend of the
making unreasonable demands
Wandering
was first given in a parnph,
Jew
community
poll their time for
unctions, he said. "So long as let in Leyden in 1602.
2
we bar teachers from leading norBefore the end of the War
uf
al social lives we will continue
1812, the British Navy, winch
o have a shortage of teachers ex- started the war by
numerous nay.
'ept during economic depressions al defeats,. had
sunk, captured ,
accept
to
driven
Lexington -..-Al'- Kuntut ky's when people are
employment avail- blockaded every American ,
teacher shortage in likely to re- fly kind of
gate.
ble."
main acute for many years, the
head of the University of KentucTry a Leader Claisified Ad!
ky Bureau of School Service said
recently.
Dr. Charles R. Spain, the dictor, said in a report:
Creomulaion relieves*romp,I,
"Only a sharp improvement in
it goes right to the seat of the uwitty
so help loosen end
the real Income of teachers, betAuthorized Dealer
impel germ Wjai
phlegm and aid nature to soothe ood
working conditions and accephoof mrsr, tender,
inflamed
bood,bg
,nce of the right of teachers to
FERGUSON TRACTOR
mucous membranes.Tell your
lead normal lives" will induce
ID
sell
you.
bottle
a Co
AND IMP. COMPANY
enough young people into the
with the understanding r
profession to adequately staff the
the
way
It
quickly
all,
PRINCETON, KY.
Of you ars to bars yo,,
state's schools.
Phones 461-J and 451-W
He said Kentucky soon would
reed 24,000 teachers, 5,000 more
Couths,Cies
f V llIseai
tl tfar
l
in the present number to take
r e of steadily increasing enIlments. Currently the state is
iining only enough to replace
.4 average annual turnover of
1,100 to 1,500. Only two-thirds as
many young people are preparing to teach nqw as in 1941, he
added.
Pursuant to the petition and authority vested in
He said 4,500 of the state's 19,us by the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
000 teachers are working with
emergency certificates.
as Committee of Edwin McElfatrick, we will offer
The most decisive step to remedy the present shortage, Dr.
for sale at the Farmers National Bank in PrinceSpain explained, would be to
ton, Kentucky, on the 14th day of April, 1949, beboost the salary scale. The average yearly salary of Kentucky
the hours of 10 o'clock A. M. and 12 o'tween
teachers in 1947-48 was $1,894.75;
the national average $2,550. He
clock noon for cash in hand, the premises now ocsaid the state may drop further
by the Red Front Store, fronting on the
cupied
below the national average n the
1948-49 year.
north side of West Market Street for a distance
This accounts in part for Kenof 28 feet and extending northwardly with Lis.
tucky's loss of teachers to states
with higher salary scales.
line and with the Catlett line between paralman's
Improved working conditions—
lighter teacher loads and better
lel lines 109 feet more or less to a stake. Being
equipment, in many cases—will
property conveyed to Edwin McElfatrick by
the
help attract more young people
into profession, he asserted.
W. P. Main and others by deed dated the 22nd
He also said "acceptance of the
right of teachers to lead normal
day of October, 1941, and of record in Deed
lives" would improve the shortBook 71, page 290, Caldwell County Court
age.
"Practices in Kentucky range
Clerk's office.
from isolating teachers from social contacts in the community
Said sale will be made for cash in hand to the
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Newsteaturee)

ew York --- USO, which kept
y a GI laughing when there
nothing to laugh about, has
e back to life, this time to
the void between the peacesoldier and the civilian.
nited Serivce Organizations,
, never completely died but
spring it was just a few gasps
y from extinction.
had been de-activated the
ious January. Its administrastaff was down to one man
a secretary. Its treasury had
iped to $4,000,000—money obed from the sale of furniture
d when that ran out USO
Id have died completely.
is appeared to be the end of
line for the vast organization
ch had spent $236,000,000 in
an years of trying to cheer up
in uniform, had operated
0 clubs, employed an adminative staff of 5,000, sent as
y as 4,000 performers all
., which is financed by USO
r the world in one year, spent
much as $5,000,000 a month on
rything from table tennis balls
cks, had employed a million
o charwoman, who polished
er, to Eleanor Roosevelt, who
• eggs.
ut last June 24, President Trusigned the new draft act.
July 6, Secretary of Defense
restal called USO back in to
That ensured continuance
y of the organization's ac,Les, which some individual
ncies had been trying to caron alone.
oday, with the remains of its
tare money and capital
by the Community Chest,
is operating again, on a
smaller scale, but for a
•, maller armed force.
he USO budget this year is
ut $7,000,000. USO runs 144
Iremen's clubs in the United
,:as and 15 in Alaska, Hawaii,
ant, China and the Mediterean. Every three weeks a
0 show visits each of 120 vets, Army and Navq hospitals
s, Army and Navy hospitals
led to hospitaLs on the theory
t able-bodied peacetime sermen have enough time to get
ir fill of movies and the
ater.
'It's a traditional American
m,' says USO president
dsley F. Kimball, "not to care
ut soldiers in peacetime. It's
apathy that provides our
atest difficulty.
"We have to wake civilians up
the fact that we, through our
ngress, voted the men into the
y camps. There are a million
ors in the new army. They
uld be regarded as our public
Ponsibility."
TSO clubs perform Many difent functions, all of them deed to remind the soldier or
lor that he has not been fortten by the people who sent
Into service.
These centers, says Dr. Kimball,
now being concentrated in
as where the service populafar outnumbers the civilian,
ere there are little or no adeate facilities for entertaining
numbers of men turned loose
leave.
Among other things, the clubs
vide food, sight-seeing tours,
bby groups, booths to press
ts and senior hostesses to
nd them, dances, parties,
es, sports events, showers
d recording machines on which
dictate a "letter" home.
Near Fairbanks, Alaska, USO
rates an old gold mine. The
e isn't worth anything COMrcially but GIs get a big bang
t of digging for their own gold.
whole day of digging won't
oduce $5 worth, but they like
anyway.

Velek tinb Hospital Camp Shows,
and in war-time was called USO
Camp Shows, now employs 130
professional entertainers. There
are 10 different shows making
the 28,000-mile hospital circuit-seven variety shows, one play
("Turn to The Right"), one revue
("Film Fun", written by patients
and directed by Ezra Stone), and
a streamlined version of the hit
musical, "Brigadoon."
In addition to these regular,
paid performers, Hollywood
twice a year sends out about 50
stars to tour the hospitals. They
work gratis. Among them have
been Jennifer Jones, Eddie Cantor, Dinah Shore, Van Johnson
Linda Darnell, Betty Hutton, Eddie Bracken, Celeste Holm and
Jo Stafford.

Milk plants
!,•!ced to reject
large amoural s.f ara,ak because of
poor
a. dairymen at
the t'..t ,
, I a toulture and
Ilotin't
a,
Hilversity of
Kentucky. ileieCic some of their
suggestions:
"Cold weather will not replace
cleanliness and proper cooling.
Produce high-quality milk by following the same methods used in
summer.
"Give special attention to keeping cows clean, brushing oil chaff
or silage. Feed the roughage after the milk has been removed
from the barn.
"Wash and disinfect all equipment imInediatabe after each

Constructed With Over 33,000

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

MEMORIALS

College Radio Schedule
Speakers from the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, to be
heard at 12:45 daily over radio
station W HAS, are: March 28,
Miss Venice Lovelady, "Attractive Porches," 'March 29, Lyle
Leonard, "What Farmers Are Doing Through S o it Conservation
Districts;" March 30, Dr. Ross
Brown, "Calf Pneumonia;" March
31 and April 1, Robert H. Ford,
"Questions From Farm People."
On April 2, at 11:45 a.m., Miss Vivian Curnutt will discuss home
furnishings.

"THE SOUTH'S LARGEST GARAGE"

for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

Henry & Henry
Princeton, Ky

PORCH C DECK PAINT
SUN and RAIN
Will Not Harm
This SUPER-TOUGH FINISH
Specially Made to Withstand Severe
Wear and Outside Exposure, This
Paint Presents a Smooth, Bright,
Easily Cleaned Surface

$4.00
PER GAL.

"Mode to Walk On"

REGARDLESS OF PRICE THERE IS NO BETTER
PAINT MADE

Joiner Hardware Co.
YOUR RED SPOT PAINT STORE

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Phone 898

Princeton, Ky.
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You will be accorded the same old Friendly welcome and Good
Service.
We will all be glad to see our Princeton and Caldwell county
customers again.

DUDE BARNETT
Proprietor

Madisonville- Providence
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'"•; SALE: 10 tube G. E. Console radio. Priced for quick sale.
Call or see Harold Wilson. Ito

.1p100.111, —.—
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; jaina, Jr , said.
hiwed 14 delegates,
Principal speaker will
Ralph Woods, president et
ray State College, who will
Mrs. Don Boitnott is a candidate cuss "You and Your Coil*
Publicity book award,
for second vice-president of First
will
Parent- presented in the afternoon.
Association,
District
Teachers Association. The election will take place at the annual
spring conference Tuesday, March
29, in the Little Chapel, Administration Building, Murray State
College, Murray.
Delegates to the convention
from the Princeton chapter will
be selected this weekend, Mrs. C COME IN TODAY!
SEE THE GREAT
at Wood Drug Store, Corner Drug
Store, Williams Drug Store or
any member of the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
"The Jaycees are sponsoring
this concert so that the people of
Princeton will have an opportunity'to hear a great artist," C. W.
Scott, chairman of the concert
committee, said.
A concert for school children
and faculty members only will be
given In the afternoon at Butler,
Mr. Scott said. Mr. Rubinoff
makes a practice of entertaining
school children in each town he

kls. Lion Boithott
Is PTA Candidate

akled
iA
To Arrive Friday

Tickets Still Available
Ninety-one Caldwell county John Satterfield, 3; 0. C. Smiley,
ONE DAY radio service on all
farmers have signed mote than 9; S. L. Stephens, 7; Raymond K.
Concert March 25
For
Dr. Robt. W. Gordon Will
makes and models. Satisfac900 cows in the Tr -County Arti- Stroube, 12; Tandy & Son, 4; Sam
In Butler Auditorium
tory work at reasonable prices
Serve As Chairman;
Preparations lot the arrival of
ficial Breeding Astiociation, R. A. Vickery, 6; Claude B. Wood, 3; E.
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaLily Sale Is
David Rubinoff, noted violinist,
Mabry, county agent, announced L. Williams, 4, all of Route 3,
dio Shop, South Jefferson at
Friday are nearing completion, J.
Princeton.
last week.
Planned April 16
the Railroad. Call 4234. tic
H. Presler, chairman of the reOther cows to make up the
J. E. & Oscar George, 20, AlThe annual Easter Seal cam1,200 quota were signed from bert Hartigan,
FREE SILVER—Visit Hamby's ception committee said.
paign for funds to aid crippled
4; both of Star
A suite of rooms has been enElectric Service, 213 N. HarriLyon county, 21 signers; Trigg,
Route,
children of Kentucky
Princeton
ill start
;
Floyd
Dunbar, son S.
nine; Crittenden, threc, and Hopltc gaged at the Princeton hotel, and
Monday, March 28, and continue
20; Clyde T. Jones, 22; II. K. WilRand.lph Motors has offered a
kins, two, Mr. Mabry said.
through Easter Sunday, April 17,
Caldwell farmers who signed liams, 10, all of Star Route 6, FOR SALE: Wisconsin Choice car for Mr. Rubinoff's use while
Dr. Robert W. Gordon, Caldwell
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B. he is in Princeton. Other plans
cows for the artificial breeding Princeton; Raymond Phelps, 2,
county chairman, announced this
tested and vaccinated for ship- must be made after notification of
service which began Monday in- Route 6, Princeton.
week.
ping fever. Delivered on ap- definite time of arrival.
Malcolm Boone, 12; Minos Cox,
clude:
Dr. Gordon has sent a mailing
proval to your farms in lots of
10, both of Fredonia; Garth
Tickets are still available for
4 Carl T. Cunningham, 22 cows;
list to Kentucky Society for Crip5 or more. 8 weeks old or the concert at 8:15 o'clock Friday
B. T. Daum, 20; Glenn E. Farm- Hooks; F. E. Jones, 30; Noble Parpled Children, Louisville, and
more—E50 per head; 12 weeks night in Butler High School audier, 20; K. B. Jacob, 35; L H. Low- is, 10, all of Route 1, Fredonia;
the seals will be mailed to Caldold—$80 per head. Get your torium. They may be purchased
William C. Carrington, 10; W.
ry, 10; Jim Morgan, 19; all of
well countians from the central
order in for spring delivery
18; Ralph Hooks, 22; Mrs. Annie
Princeton.
office. Contributions are to be sent
RED SPOT flat wall paint —
now. Write or wire Merlin J.
Miss Rowena Baker, 6; T. H. Dean McElroy, 6; Story Bros., 9;
to Dr. Gordon. Letters, with seals
only 83.00 gal—in 12 matched
Rux, Muscoda, Wisc.
13tp
Brown, 7, C. P. Cartwright, 10; J. Logan Traylor, 30, Eura Vinson,
enclosed, are scheduled to go into
colors with Semi-Gloss or
R. McDowell, 5; Maxwell Mor- 8, all of Route 3, Fredonia; Reg- FOR SALE: 9-piece
Dining Room
the mail March 27, Dr. Gordon
Parinolite finish. JOINER'S—
ban, 4; Prowell Bros., 20; H. E. inald Phelps, 15, Route 4, Fresuite. Mrs. Herman Mitchell,
said.
a
your friendly hardware. tic
Ruffin, 4; Marvin E. Sigler, 4; donia.
112 Young St.
Lilies made by the physically
Itp
Willis S. Traylor, 4; J. A. Frank- Teddy Holt, 8; Norville Hooks,
FOR
handicapped will be scld on the
r „ lin, 4, all of Route 1, Princeton. G. Shoulders, 20, both of Cobb; FOR SALE: Two registered Cock- mentRENT: Two-room apartstreets of Princeton Saturday,
with gas; unfurnished.
William L. Adams, 14; Wood- Arden Higdon, 8; William Winers, 3 months old; one blonde,
Lights and water paid. $20. See
April 16, proceeds to go into the 'I WANT DADDY' — Brenda
row Ashby, 6; Garland Capps, 9; ters, 10; Marl Keller, 5, all of
one black. See M. Robert
or call call 391. Tom Cash Jr.
One of the musical selections to
fund, Dr. Gordon said. It is prob- Combs, two-year-old daughter
of 011ie Cummins, 7; Herman Dar- Route 1, Cobb; Clyde 0. Wood,
Boyd, Eddyville, Phone 3281
able business houses will be conbe included in the program is a
I
p
18;
Claude
H.
Wood, 10, both of
or 3211.
ltc
tacted for contributions some- Police Chief Isachar Combs of nell, 10; Lee C. Gresham, 2; Char- Route
special
arrangement of Cole
2, Cobb; Archie Alexander,
HAY FOR SALE: Mixed hay (red Porter's "Don't
time during the campaign, he said. Evarts, Ky., sobs after a jury les Hubbard, 8; J. D. Jones, 14; 5; ,W.
Xence Me In." It
PIANOS:
Both
new
and
used.
C. Thomas, both of Route
Louard
clover
Jordan,
Edwin
4;
and
Lamb,
timothy)
1;
(March
convicted
19)
820
her
father
per is played in nine variations inDonations last year exceeded the
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
3, Dawson Springs.
John
ton
Mahan,
at
30;
E.
L.
barn.
Nichols,
Charles
volunta
of
manslaugh
ry
H. Brock- cluding the manner of Symphonic,
ter.
$800 quota. Dr. Gordon said. This
,Hopkinsville, Ky.
52tp
The association is still open to
meyer, Jr. (New Bethel neigh- Strauss Waltz, Rumba, Scotland,
year's goal for Caldwell county Combs and Patrolman Lewis Dea- 30; Robert A. Peters, 5; A. D. membersh
ip
and
Scott,
farmers
7;
John
borhood)
may
Stephens,
M.
Rt.
8;
3, Fredonia, Ky. Ireland, Palestine, Russia, John
COMPLETE LINE of Children's
has not been announced, he ton were accused of killing an
Evarts restaurant owner, Bryan Euell Sweeney, 10; Garland Tan- sign cows at any time, Mr. Mabry
Poll Parrot Shoes that fit right,
Itc Phillip Sousa and Boogie Woogie.
added.
said
4;
dy,
F.
A.
Thomas,
12; Pollard
hold their shape. Federated
"In Caldwell county 107 cases Middleton. The jury recommendThompson
, 7; Hamil Travis, 6;
Stores.
have been investigated and 63 ed ten years in prison for each
Ito
James R. Wallace, 2, all of Route
persons treated by the Kentucky of the men. (AP Wirephoto)
AUTO
GLASS:
2, Princeton.
Sheet safety
Crippled Children Commission,"
glass cut and installed in all
Wylie Brown, 4; Vernon BurDr. Gordon reported. 'Easter Seal
cars. Williams Texaco Service
chett, 7; Aaron Cummins, 6; Jack
money, by supplementing comStation. Corner Plum & main
Davis, 7; John T. Hale, 12; Garmission funds, helps expand the
land Hart, 4; J. W. Hazzard, 30; Tiny
Phone 557.
tfc
program."
Tots,
Juniors,
Raymond C. Heaton, 3; J. N. HigThe goal is $175,000 for the
STRAYED
: Yellow and white
gins, 5; Mrs. M. I. Hulan, 4; Mrs. I. Sub-Debs Included
State, the Society announces, with
Installation Of Post Of- Z.
part-collie dog; made; named
Lewis, 7; George Martin, Jr., 7; In Fashion Parade
money to be used principally for
Rippy. Reward for information
ficers Scheduled At
Ray B. Martin & Son, 5; Wallace
Five divisions, tiny tots, juniors,
the three additional projects:
leading to his return. Mrs.
Martin & Son, 10; W. G. McCon- sub-debs, cotton casuals
Education—Students not eligi- Meeting April 4
and adult
William Hogan, 302 Dawson Rd.
ble for State aid under the DiPaul Jones Morse, commander nell, 10; Thurman Mitchell, 5; H. fashions, will be included in the
Phone 364-W.
I tp
vision of Education for Exception- of Ray-Crider-McNabb Post, Vet- C. Murphy, 10; J. G. Neal, 12; Spring Fashion Parade to be presented at 7:30 o'clock Thursday DRESS SHOES: Men's Star
al Children will receive assist- erans of Foreign Wars, was reROOM TO SPARE ..
night, March 31, in the George
Brand and Rand. The finest
ance.
elected to serve again for the Livestock Market
Cattle and hog prices were on Coon Library, by Beta
WITH SPARE ROOM
New methods in treating handi- year 1949-50 at the regular meetshoes
on
today's market at
Sigma
a par with last week's market Phi. Plans were completed
capped—The society has opened ing of the post Monday night.
prices you can afford to pay.
IN YOUR KITCHEN!
at
a Curative Workshop in Louis$5.98 up. Federated Stores. ltc
Anything From A Tune-Up To a Complete
Other officers elected were: and number of livestock sold was last week's club meeting.
ville (a physical and occupational Shelby Pool, Sr., vice command- slightly higher.
Models will be Glenda Kay
Yes, there's plenty of room far
FOR
Overhaul
RENT:
Two
five
TOTAL
HEAD-11
and
room
10
thearaphy treatment center for er; Raymond Brown, Jr., vice
Bright, Sharon Cameron, 'Lynne
everything in the beautiful new
apartments. Gas heat, Hill Bldg.
children and adults) treating pa- commander; Murray Sell, quart- Long fed steers—$23-$25
Lacy, Barbara Ann Lisartby,
International Harvester Refrig.
129 E. Main St., phone 155-J on
tients from all over the State ermaster; Eddie Neel, adjutant; Short fed steers—$22-$24
Glenda Morgan, Judy Stallins
erator. Imagine the cons enience
506 Hopkinsville street
a-ti
upon doctors' prescriptions.
and Marilyn Steger, tiny tots;
Harold Hollowell, chaplain; Claus- Medium quality butcher
of safely storing up to Is
cattle—$21-$23
Building—A $500,000, 48-bed eine R. Baker, post advocate; Dr.
pounds of frozen food in the
Jane Alexander, Peggy Barnes, FOR SALE: 1941 Fleetline Buick.
freezer locker—the roomy114
Convalescent Home near Lexing- Ralph Cash, surgeon; Jimmy Baby Beeves—$22-$25
Janice Childress, Ann Morgan,
Perfect condition. Low mileage,
Fat cows—$17-$19
"Stowaway"—right in your
ton is scheduled to be completed Jones, trustee.
Betty Morgan, Vivian C. Moore,
clean, no body dents. Priced to
refrigerator .. . where it stays
within a year. This Home will
"Reliable Service Guaranteed"
Installation of officers will take Canners and cutters—$13-$17
Nancy Taylor and Sarah D. Walksell.
H.
B.
Larkins.
Phone
409W
vitamin-rich, full of flavor, and
ky's crippled.
er, juniors.
place at the next regular meet- Bulls—$18-$21
fresh
as daisy. Other exerting
ltp
Stock cattle—$20-$27
speed up correction of Kentuc- ing, April 4.
Rose Marilyn Beck, Pat Horn,
new features make these eight.
Feeder cattle—$21-$26
FOR
SALE:
Modern
home, West
Jackie Koltinsky and Joan Robcubic-foot refrigerators one of
Milk cows—$91-$185
Main St., good condition. Priced
the greatest helps in a busy
inson, sub-debs, Nancy Cardin,
No. 1 veals—$31
to
sell. Owners leaving city.
homemaker', life!
Pat Dalzell, Barbara Franklin,
No. 2 yeals—$29
Call 732.
2tp
Betty Jo Lester, Shirley Quinn
Throwouts--$14.25-$24.50
and Shirley Ryan, cotton casuals, WORK
SHOES: Men's Star Brand
Hogs:
and members of Beta Sigma Phi,
12 styles and weights to choose
200-230—$20.75
(Building Formerly Occupied by Armour)
adult fashions.
from. $3.98
up. Federated
235-280----$19
See that your property is adequately insured in
Next week fashions from the
Wilson
Kilgore
Stores.
Ralph Griffin
ltc
285-400—$18
past, lent by Mrs. J. S. Stine405 at up—none offered
Phone 91
Strong, Old-Line Stock Companies!
baugh, Mrs. Kenneth Barnes and Car Heaters, Stewart Werner
W. Main St.
120-155—$17.50
Princeton. LT
Mrs. William Young, will be disHeaters
repaired, Installed.
160-195-819.75
played in downtown store winsold. Williams Texaco Service
Roughs 450 & under $16.50
dows. These dresses will be modStation. Corner Plum & Mein.
Roughs over 450—$15.50
eled by Mrs. Stinebaugh and
Phone 557.
tie
Beta Sigma Phi members at the
RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday,
style show.
Phosphate Boosts
CORN, Penny Saver, white cream style,
March 26, at Central PresbyterFRUIT COCKTAIL, fancy
The show will be directed by
Strawbe
rry
Yields
country gentlemen, 19 oz. can 124c; 2
ian
Church
Insure With
Annex.
ltc
Mrs.
Alvin
Del Monte or Libby, 29-oz. can
Lisanby,
club sponfor25(
A summary of the results of
KIDNEY BEANS, Joan of Arc
BLACK.EYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
several fertilizer tests showed an sor. Mrs. George 0. Eldred will Kennedy and Stalling — Elect1-1b. can
rical contractors; REA wiring
average yield of 249 crates an stage the parade, and Mrs. Wilma
19 oz. can
1 Of
10(
PORK di BEANS, Libby, deep
acre where no phosphate was Vandiver will be narrator. Mrs.
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
Barnes, social director, will preused;
Phone
296
crates
365-J or 541-W,
where 500 pounds
106 E. Court Square
We
brown,
14
az
can
Princeton, Ky.
28 oz. can
10(
of 30 percent superphosphate side at the tea table. Music will
OLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice
NAVY BEANS, choice hand
were applied to the acre, and 350 be directed by Miss Nancy Stow- HELD WANTED: Man with car
wanted for route work. $15 to
ers.
pound
where 1,000 pounds were used.
picked, 10 lbs.
$20 in a day. No experience or
Tickets may be purchased from
93(
TOMATO CATSUP, Garden City, 14-os,
25
( DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin,
any Beta Sigma Phi member or
capital required. Steady. Write
bottle
12l4c,
2
for
full cream, lb.
reservations may be made by
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East
39
f
GERBER'S BABY FOOD, assorted
calling Mrs. Sam Steger. Only
Clark Street, Freeport, Ill 2tp
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenitist
seating capacity will be sold, the
strained,
4Y2
oz.
can
2
lb.
box
DON'T FORGET our automobile
club announced.
39(
8gt
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
auction sale begins every SatGRAHAM CRACKERS, Sunshine, sugar
Apparel for the show will he
urday at 10:30. $2.00 if they
1 lb. box
and honey, 1 lb. box
furnished by Arnold's, Federated,
25(
don't sell--$10.00 if they do
Goldnamer's, J. C. Penny Co.,
SYRUP,
RED
Waffle or Honey Flavored
SALMON
,
Del
Monte, sockeye
sell. Rain or shine. We are tryPurdy's and Sula and Eliza Nall.
Staley, 5 lb. jar
1-11).
ing
can
to
have
the
biggest
sale
this
Part of the proceeds will be
55(
56
( CORN,Kewnie,61007
week we have ever had..Main
MINES, Sumweet, Slenderised
WOOS whole
used fair the War Memorial HosStreet
Car
Exchange
and
Auctkernel, 19 os. can
pital fund.
medium size, 16 07
16(
ion Company, llopkinsville, Ky.
21( TOMATOES, May
Day
CORN
SYRUP,
Staley
sweetose,
white
Try a Leader Classified Ad'.
For more beautiful walls u se
19 oz. can
or golden, 5 lb. jar
121
(
50( SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
TOMATO JUICE, College Inn
quart jar
31(
46 os. can
VANILLA WAFERS, Stewart
1(
1/
PEANUT BUTTER, Peter Pan,
9 oz. pkg.
19(
crunchy, 12 oz. jar
SPAGHETTI, Brook's Chill Hot
16 as. can
FIG BARS, Zion
14
I,AUNDRY BLEACH, Purest
In another week or two, your neighbors and friends will be sending
1-1b. pkg.
3014
4 gal.
MACARONI or Spaghetti, Red Cross
31(
all their spring garments for cleaning.
POP CORN, Jolly Time,
3 packages for
yellow
harness 10 oz. can.
GINGERBREAD MIX, Duff's
204
It will then be too late for good service.
('HUM SALMON, Honey
Boy
14 oz. pkg.
1 lb. can
21(
45(

PRICES REDUCED!

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
ek,z

544,

Morse Reelected
VFW Commander

Style Show Plans
Are Completed

COMPLETE SERVICE

FOR YOUR AUTO, TRUCK OR
TRACTOR

Also Motorcycle and Motor Bike
Repair

PAINTING — WELDING
LUBRICATION

Princeton Cycle Shop

Why Pay The Penalty For Neglect?

New Location — East Main

Coleman-Dunn Co

For Complete Service

.3S(

BUSH CUMMINS INSURANCE

19t

223(

A

IT WILL SOON BE 17:10 LATE!
To Avoid the Spring Rush

?Ys•

How Would You
Like To Lose

36

25

—Your Savings

SEND NOW
FOR COMPLETE SATISFACTION

—Your Automobile
—Your Home

An Uninsured Automobile Accident Could
Cost You All of this and More.

BODENHAMER'S

Be Sure You Are Protected
See Us oday

Phone 111

JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY
Telephone 25

Princeton, Ky.

FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

SEED POTATOES, certified,
98 lb. bag $4.59, lb.
ORANGES or GRAPEFRUIT
8 lb. bag

58(

STEAK, Round or Sirloin
pound

0

CHOICE GRADE A

SHORT RIB
pound

69(

BEEF
CHUCK ROAST
pound

39(

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily
WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A.
M
WVJS
6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky.,
Week Days

Red Front Stores
•
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